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Abstract 

In this thesis, both theoretical deduction and practical results showing the 

feasibility of measuring spatially resolved flame temperature and species 

concentration using infrared emission spectroscopy are presented. Two laminar flat 

flames (lean and rich) stabilized on a McKenna-burner were investigated. Codes 

compatible with the HITRAN/HITEMP database were created to simulate both 

absorption and emission spectroscopy. The recorded spectra can be precisely 

simulated. Several key molecular species (e.g. H2O, CO2, CH4, OH and CO etc.) were 

investigated. The spatially resolved temperature is given either by CO or H2O in rich 

and lean flame respectively. The precision of CO-determined temperature was 

estimated to be 30K. The spatially resolved concentration measurements were done 

for H2O, CO and OH. The detection limit was estimated to be lower than 630 ppm by 

estimating the concentration of isotope 
13

C
16

O. Additionally, the possibility to 

determine temperature and species concentration simultaneously was demonstrated in 

CO simulation, holding a good potential for practical diagnostic applications. A model 

prediction of flame temperature and species concentration calculated by CHEMKIN-

PRO was in an excellent agreement with the experimental results. Finally, the 

uncertainties involved in measurements were discussed and perspective follow-up 

works were proposed.  
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Abstrakt 

I denna avhandling presenteras både teoretiska härledningar och praktiska resultat 

som demonstrerar möjligheten att mäta positionsbestämd flamtemperatur och 

artskoncentration genom att använda infraröd strålningsspektroskopi. Två flammor 

(undermättad och övermättad) stabiliserade på McKenna-brännare undersöktes. Koder 

kompatibla med HITRAN/HITEMP- databasen skapades för att simulera både 

absorptions- och emissionspektroskopi. Dessa koder kan simulera uppmätta spektra 

exakt. Flera arter (t.ex. H2O, CO2, CH4, OH och CO) undersöktes. Den 

positionsbestämda temperaturen ges antingen av CO eller H2O i lågorna. Precisionen i 

temperaturbestämningen vid användande av mätningar på CO beräknades till 30K. 

Den positionsbestämda koncentrationen bestämdes med mätningar på H2O, CO och 

OH och uppvisade hög noggrannhet. Nedre gräns för detektion blev uppskattad till att 

vara lägre än 630 ppm för koncentrationen av isotopologen  
13

C
16

O. Möjligheten för 

att bestämma temperatur och artskoncentration samtidigt demonstrerades i CO 

simulering och detta resultat har stort potential för praktisk diagnostisk tillämpning. 

En modellförutsägelse av flamtemperatur och artskoncentration införskaffad från 

CHEMKIN-PRO användes för verifikation och visar utmärkt överenskommelse med 

de experimentella resultaten. Slutligen diskuterades de förväntade osäkerheterna i 

mätningar och framtida förslag till uppföljningsarbete lades fram. 
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Symbol table 

A Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient [s
-1

] 

  Absorptivity [-] 

B Rotational constant [cm
-1

] 

b Half-width at half maximum (HWHM) [cm
-1

] 

c Speed of light 83 10  [m s
-1

] 

  Emissivity [-] 

g  Emissivity of greybody [-] 

0  Electronic constant 128.854 10 [F m
-1

] 

e Elementary charge 191.6 10 [C] 

f Transition frequency [Hz] 

f Oscillator strength [-] 

g Line shape function [cm] 

gi Statistic weight of level [-] 

h Planck constant [J s] 

I Intensity [W m
-2

 Sr
-1

 cm
-1

] 

J Rotational quantum number [-] 

k Boltzmann constant 231.38 10 [J K
-1

] 

/a ek k  Absorption/emission coefficient [cm
2
] 

L Optical path [cm] 

m Mass of particle [Kg] 

N Population of specific energy level [cm
-3

] 

21N or n
’ 

Population different [cm
-3

] 

n Concentration of particle [cm
-3

] 

O Surface area [m
2
] 

p Gas pressure [atm] 
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Q Partition function [-] 

S Line strength [cm
-1

/molecule cm
-2

] 

T Temperature [Kelvin] 

v Vibrational quantum number [-] 

  Angular frequency [rad/s] 

ew  Oscillation frequency [cm
-1

] 

  Equivalence ratio [-] 

  Wavenumber [cm
-1

] 

  Wavelength [nm] 

  Spectral radiant flux [W cm
-1

] 

  Cross section of absorption [cm
-2

] 

  Transimissity [-] 

  Solid angle [Sr] 

Superscript 

'  Upper state  

''  Lower state  

Subscript 

0 Reference state  

L Lorentzian profile  

D Doppler profile  

V Voigt profile  

i Index of certain energy state  

b Black body  
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Chapter 1.   

Introduction 

Temperature and concentration are crucial parameters in combustion processes. 

Precise measurement of temperature and species concentration is tightly linked to 

many top issues, such as NOx reduction and environmental monitoring etc. 

Additionally, harsh and complex combustion environment calls for reliable non-

intrusive and remote methods for temperature and concentration measurement. 

Several optical diagnostic methods have been put into use
[1]

. Infrared emission 

spectroscopy is an alternative and promising optical tool to probe information from 

various combustion environments. The advantages of infrared emission spectroscopy 

for temperature determination can be encapsulated as follows:  

 Non-intrusive detection  

 Species specific  

 In-situ measurements  

 Single ended  

 Remote measurement 

 No upper temperature limit 

These advantages as listed above favorably guarantee the extensive applications 

of infrared emission spectroscopy as presented in the following sections.  

1.1 Practical use of infrared emission spectroscopy 

Traditionally, infrared spectroscopy has mostly been carried out in absorption 

case. The early application was made by meteorologists in remote sensing of 

atmosphere by NASA. Google Earth is a well-known and remarkable example of the 

application of infrared absorption spectroscopy in civilian use. The virtue of infrared 

emission spectroscopy has been largely found with a recent surge of interest
[2]

. In 

nature science, infrared emission spectroscopy has been used to investigate forest fire 

and volcano plume
[3, 4]

. In engineering, several attempts to investigate the temperature 

of aircraft engine plumes
[5]

, turbine exhaust
[6]

 and vehicle exhaust
[7]

 are demonstrated. 

Additionally, infrared emission spectroscopy provided striking opportunities for 

species detection (e.g. CH, C6H6, HCN, OCS and CH3OH etc.) of outer space star in 

astronomy
[8]

.  
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1.2 Purpose of work 

The first aim of this work is to prove the feasibility of employing 

HITRAN/HITEMP absorption database in infrared thermal emission simulation. Then 

we concentrated on giving spatially resolved temperature and concentration 

information in flame using high resolution Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) 

emission spectroscopy together with HITRAN/HITEMP-based simulation. This work 

can either be a building block for further application to infrared emission 

spectroscopy with lower resolution and more harsh combustion environment or an 

alternative tool for fundamental researches like chemical kinetics.  

This paper will be started with a brief theoretical background introduction in 

Chapter 2, followed by a description of the experimental setup and data acquisition 

process in Chapter 3. The results of temperature and concentration measurements will 

be demonstrated in Chapter 4, and a summary and outlook for the future work will be 

given in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 2.  

Background Physics and Relevancies 

2.1 Introduction of Combustion Process 

From the prehistoric time to modern time, the understanding of combustion 

continuously grew with the development of human activity. In order to fully 

understand a combustion process, three fundamental parts that should be included, 

which are chemical thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and heat transfer. The chemical 

thermodynamics focuses on the reactions involved during combustion, and 

interrelation of released heat and chemical reactions. The fluid mechanics governs the 

fluid motion in combustion, which obeys the conservation of mass, energy and 

momentum. The heat transfer describes how heat is distributed all over the 

combustion environment. In general, heat is transferred by conduction, convection 

and radiation from which radiative heat transfer is negligible compared with the 

others.  

Here, the discussion is limited to provide a general overview of flame. Strictly 

speaking, combustion is kind of gas-phase reactions. Liquid and solid do not burn 

directly. Liquid and solid are vaporized before they burn.  The residue of solid fuel, 

which cannot be evaporated, contains carbon and is oxidized into carbon monoxide 

before getting burned.   

It is common to classify gaseous flame into two types: diffusion flame (non-

premixed flame) and premixed flame. The candle flame is a typical example of 

diffusion flames where the fuel and air are not premixed and reaction happens where 

the fuel and air meet. Contrarily, in a premixed flame, oxidizer has been mixed with 

fuel before ignition. The premixed flame can usually be further divided into fuel rich 

flame and fuel lean flame, according to the equivalence ratio. The equivalence ratio   

is defined as: 

( / )

( / )

in real mixture

in stoichiometric mixture

mole fuel mole oxygen

mole fuel mole oxygen
     (2.1) 

A flame with 1  is called fuel rich flame, while a flame with 1  is called fuel lean 

flame. The term „laminar‟ flame, often used as a counterpart of „turbulent‟ flame, 

describes a flame with parallel fluid flow layers and no disruption in between. In our 

experiment, a laminar premixed flame was investigated in both rich and lean case. 

The spatial structure of a laminar premixed flame can be divided into three zones: 

preheat zone, reaction zone and production zone. In preheat zone, the gas mixture is 

barely heated and only small amount of heat is released by chemical reactions. As gas 

moves toward reaction zone, the temperature increases dramatically. The boundary 
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between preheat zone and reaction zone is often defined as the position at which there 

is an inflexion point in the temperature profile
[9]

. The radicals like OH, CH and C2 

have their highest concentration at the end of the reaction zone. Further away from 

reaction zone, species in production zone are mainly water and CO2. The temperature 

at production zone approaches its equilibrium value and slowly decreases as exhaust 

gas moving away from flame.  

2.2 Molecular spectroscopy——Electronic, Vibrational and 

Rotational Transitions 

As depicted in either classical view or quantum mechanics, charged particles (like 

electrons) that undergo accelerated or decelerated motion produce electromagnetic 

radiation. This electromagnetic radiation can go from radio frequency to X-ray 

spectral range depending on different transition patterns of electrons. For combustion 

diagnostic purpose, spectral ranges from infrared to UV are frequently involved. 

Table 1 summaries the transition patterns from Mid-IR to UV region accompanied 

with several spectroscopic diagnostic techniques that have been applied to.  

Table 1. Molecular transition patterns involved in different spectral region and its properties 

related to the diagnostic applications
[10]

. 

 
Mid-IR 

(5.5~2.5 um) 

Near-IR 

(2.5~0.9 um) 

Visible/UV 

(900~200 nm) 

Related molecular 

transition patterns 

Fundamental 

stretching vibrations 

Overtone and 

combination bands 
Electronic transitions 

Radiation intensity Strong Weak Extra strong 

Availability to 

molecular species 

Most molecules, i.e. 

CO2, H2O, OH, and 

HC
1
. etc. 

Most molecules, 

i.e. CO2, H2O, OH, 

and HC
1
. etc. 

Limited species, which have 

probable electronic 

transitions, e.g. OH, CH, C2, 

NO and NH. etc. 

Spectroscopic 

techniques 

FTIR
2
, PS

3
, 

DFWM
4
, LIF

5 TDLAS
6 

LIF, DFWM, PS 

1. Hydrocarbon molecules   2. Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy   3. Polarization 

Spectroscopy   4. Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing spectroscopy   5. Laser-Induced Fluorescence   

6. Tunable Diode laser Absorption Spectroscopy 

 

The species specified transition patterns guarantee the detectability of different 

species. In this work, vibration-rotational transitions of molecules in Mid-infrared 

range prevail. Due to the effect of quantization, or to be more specific, quantization of 

electromagnetic field, the emission could only be discrete in principle. Specific 

spectral line with certain wavelength   corresponds to one transition with energy 

different between upper and lower states equaling to 
c

h


, where h [ ]J s  is the Planck 

constant. The spectrum can be additionally expressed in form of wavenumber , 
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wavelength  , frequency f  or angular frequency . The relationship between each 

format is:  

1

2

f

c c




 
          (2.2) 

In this paper, the expression of wavenumber   was adopted. A sketchy molecular 

energy level diagram illustrating the structure of electronic, vibrational and rotational 

levels is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Energy level diagram of molecule, including electronic, vibrational and rotational 

levels
[11]

. 

The left part of figure shows the general spatial structure of molecules and how 

molecules process energy in form of vibration and rotation. The right part shows a 

discrete energy level diagram. Vibrational states ladders on each electronic state and 

those vibrational states are further populated by separated rotational levels. Under the 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the change in total energy of molecule for specific 

transition can be written by summing up the energy change of electronic, vibrational 

and rotational separately: 

rotationtotal electron vibrationE E E E          (2.3) 

which implies that the states of electron, vibration and rotation are completely 

independent and  unaffected by others
[12]

. We firstly start with a diatomic molecule 

with no rotation but oscillating in a harmonic form. Then, the wavenumber of 

electronic-vibrational transition can be written as: 

' '' ' ' '' ''1 1
( ) {( ) ( ) }

2 2
obs electron electron e eE E v v            (2.4) 
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where e is oscillation frequency, E electronic energy of state, v vibrational quantum 

number. The single and double primes of superscript refer to upper and lower state 

respectively. If there is no electronic transition involved, the first term in Eq. (2.4) can 

be removed. If we further assume molecule rotates rigidly as they oscillating, this 

electronic-vibrational transition is further split into several rotational transitions, 

which can be classified into three branches according to selection rule 1,0J    (Note 

that selection will change when transition changes) : 

P branch: '' ' '1, 1, 0,1,2,.....J J J J       

' ''

2

( , )

' '' ' ' '' '( )( 1) ( )( 1)
v v

E B B J B B J           (2.5) 

R branch: ' '' ''1, 1, 0,1,2,.....J J J J       

' ''

2

( , )

' '' '' ' '' ''( )( 1) ( )( 1)
v v

E B B J B B J           (2.6) 

Q branch: ' '' ''0, , 1,2,3,.....J J J J     

' ''

2

( , )

' '' '' ' '' ''( ) ( )
v v

E B B J B B J           (2.7) 

where B is the rotational constant, J quantum number of angular momentum. It is 

worth noting that the writing of Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) suggests the 

corrections of Born-Oppenheimer approximation since Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation requires the rotational constant B and oscillation frequency e should 

keep the same for all rotational number J, vibrational number v, and even electronic 

states. As can be seen in Figure 1, either an increase in vibrational or electronic 

energy will lead to an increase in the average bond length. The rotational constant and 

oscillator frequency then vary with different electronic and vibrational energy. If high 

vibrational or rotational transitions are considered, anharmonic oscillator model and 

non-rigid rotator model should instead be applied.  

2.3 Mechanism of Line Broadening 

No spectral line is infinitely narrow. There are several facts that will contribute to 

spectral line broadening, i.e. instrumental broadening, reabsorption broadening and 

others based on radiation nature. The line broadening is usually characterized by Half 

Width at Half-Maximum (HWHM) of spectral line. In this section, we limit 

discussion to the broadening mechanism resulted from emitter itself but not others 

like instrumental broadening.  
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2.3.1  Conventional Line Broadening Origin 

i) Natural Broadening  

Natural broadening is the most basic broadening mechanism which originates 

from Energy-time uncertainty principle ( t E h   ; h is the Planck constant) and 

generally cannot be eliminated in most cases.  Each excited state has a limited 

lifetime , which is the inverse of the rate at which its population decays to lower 

states. According to Energy-time uncertainty principle, limited lifetime in each state 

causes an uncertainty in energy of state. From Fourier transform point of view, the 

radiative decays with limited lifetime form a wave packet emitted at random time. 

This stretch in time domain essentially forms natural line broadening in wavelength 

domain through Fourier transform. The typical order of lifetime in an excited state is 

10
-8

s, which is much longer than average time between molecular collisions, 

corresponding to a lifetime broadening about 10
-5

 nm, while the line width of practical 

important is about 10
-2 

nm at visible spectral range. Thus natural broadening is usually 

negligible compared with other broadening effects.  

ii) Collision Broadening  

Collision broadening is due to the fact that collisions between particles perturb the 

radiative decay of particles and thus shorten their lifetime of being certain state. The 

frequency of collision is proportional to the number density of particles (
p

n
T

 ) and 

the average speed of particles ( v T ). The corresponding HWHM of collision 

broadening in form of wavenumber can be written as: 

0

0

0

( )L L

Tp
b b

p T
        (2.8) 

where p is the total gas pressure, T is gas temperature, and the subscript „0‟ denotes a 

reference state. The line shape of collisional broadening follows Lorentzian line 

function: 

2 2

0

1
( )

( )

L
L

L

b
g

b


  


 
      (2.9) 

where 0 is the line center in form of wavenumber. It is worth to mention the fact that 

both natural broadening and collisional broadening follow Lorentzian line function 

reveals the time-governed essence in both broadening mechanisms. It is easy to 

imagine that Lorentzian broadening will degenerate to natural broadening when there 

are no collisions at all and other broadening mechanisms do not involve. 

iii)  Doppler Broadening 

Doppler broadening is due to the fact of Doppler Effect that a wave appears 

compressed (shorter wavelength or higher frequency) if the wave source is traveling 

toward the observer and expanded (longer wavelength or lower frequency) if the wave 
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source is moving away. The particles in the flame are moving randomly in all 

directions with different velocities. The particles with the same moving direction and 

velocity are binned into same group which possesses same Doppler shift. The 

macroscopic consequence of Doppler shift of particles shows Doppler broadening in 

spectral line, which follows the line shape function of Gaussian: 

20exp( (ln 2)( ) )
ln 2

( ) D
D

D

b
g

b

 







     (2.10) 

where the HWHM of Doppler broadening can be written as: 

0 8
ln 2D

kT
b

c m


        (2.11) 

where m is mass of particle, k Boltzmann‟s constant and 0  the central wavenumber.  

iv)  Combined Effect (Voigt line shape function) 

Voigt line shape is a line function that confound collisional broadening with 

Doppler broadening by convolution of Eq. (2.9) and (2.10): 

' ' '( ) ( )V D Lg g g d   



  ,      (2.12) 

since neither Doppler broadening nor collision broadening play its part individually. 

The empirical expression of Voigt line shape function used in simulation has been 

given in Ref.[13]. The linear pressure dependence in Eq. (2.8) and the square root 

dependence of temperature in Eq.(2.11) show the collisional and Doppler broadening 

are dominant at high pressure and high temperature respectively. Comparison between 

Lorentzian, Doppler and Voigt line function are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Doppler, Lorentzian and Voigt line shape function.  is defined as the 

ratio of Lorentzian and Doppler HWHM C

D

b

b
. The Voigt profile lies in between the Gaussian and 

Lorentzian profiles, and approaches Gaussian or Lorentzian profile when  accesses zero or 

infinite respectively. 

As can be seen, the Gaussian profile, with the same HWHM as Lorentzian profile, 

falls off more steeply than the Lorentzian profile with increasing distance from line 

center. In real simulation work, Voigt profile is of practical useful to show a better 

approximation of line shape at expense of more computational time.  

2.3.2  Self-absorption Broadening and Self-reversal Effect 

Self-absorption refers to the process in which part of radiation emitted by 

particles in one system is absorbed by particles in the same system. Self-absorption 

broadening is frequently observed in emission spectroscopy. Under the limitation of 

Planck radiation, emission at line center will reach this limit and hardly increases any 

further at rising concentration. However, the line wing does continuously increase 

with concentration. Thus the emission line profile spreads laterally, and the HWFM 

increases with rising concentration. This limitation of Planck radiation is actually 

based on the fact that increasing concentration not only increases emitter but absorber 

as well. When absorption and emission compensate, the intensity would not increase 

more at high concentration range. This case is named to be Planck radiation, and will 

be discussed more in Section 2.4. Sometimes, a dip takes the place of the original 

peak because at line center the absorption and thus the radiation loss are greatest due 

to the inhomogeneous temperature distribution of gases along optical path. In flame 
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thermal emission, the emitters (i.e. hot gases) were usually surrounded by gases with 

lower temperature. The radiation from inner cone is absorbed by the cooler outer zone 

and is thereby lost in a non-radiative way as the excitation at cooler outer zone is less 

strong. This phenomenon, in which the original maximum of line profile is reversed, 

is called self-reversal
[14]

. One extreme case can be seen in our experiment; peaks of 

some emission lines of water and carbon dioxide were reversed due to the strong 

absorption by cool water and carbon dioxide in the air. A practical example of water 

absorption can refer to the discussion in Section 4.4. 

2.4 Quantitative Description of Thermal Radiation 

The ideal thermal radiation which is governed by Planck‟s radiation (so-called 

Black Body radiation) was built on the assumption of thermal equilibrium as 

presented in Section 2.4.1 and its substitute Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) will 

also be present in this section. Section 2.4.2 shows the relationship between 

absorption and emission coefficient in form of mathematical deduction, aiming to 

gain the physical insight of thermal emission. The derivation of well-known 

Kirchhoff’s law and Beer-Lambert law from equation of transfer will be demonstrated 

in Section 2.4.3. Kirchhoff’s law is of practical important in our case, since it builds a 

bridge between absorption and emission, and therefore makes the application of 

HITRAN/HITIMP database possible (see Section 2.5). Section 2.4.4 shows the 

calculation of thermal radiation for practical application.  

2.4.1  General statement for thermodynamic equilibrium 

Complete thermodynamic equilibrium requires the following: i) Mechanic 

equilibrium: the velocity distribution of particles is governed by Maxwell’s velocity 

distribution. ii) Thermal equilibrium: the internal energy (e.g. electronic, vibrational 

and rotational energy etc.) is populated according to Boltzmann’s distribution. iii) 

Chemical equilibrium: the ionization and dissociation of atoms and molecules should 

obey Mass action law. iv) Radiative equilibrium: the radiation along whole spectral 

range should correspond to Planck’s function.  

Here discussion is limited to thermal equilibrium. If thermal equilibrium is 

established, the law called Boltzmann’s distribution law can be fairly applied to 

present the population distribution in rotational, vibrational and electronic states. The 

Boltzmann’s distribution can be expressed as: 

( )

( )

iE
i kT

i

g N
N e

Q T



       (2.13) 

where N is the total number of atoms per cm
3
, Ni number of atoms per cm

3
 in excited 

level, k is Boltzmann‟s constant, T is absolute temperature, gi is the statistical weight 

of excited level, and Q(T) is the partition function of particle of interest, defined as: 

0

( ) exp( )
i

i
i

i

E
Q T g

kT






       (2.14) 
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The partition function is the summation taken over all possible energy levels, and is 

significant in spectral application. When temperature is low, the value of Q is 

approximately equal to g0. As temperature increases, the value of Q might increase 

dramatically due to the considerable population at high excited states. It is still a 

challenge to calculate of partition function of molecules at high temperature.  Numeric 

calculation of partition function of certain atoms and molecules can be seen in Refs. 

[15, 16] and also the file named „parsum‟ given together with HITRAN/HITEMP 

database.  

Obviously, no system available in real life can perfectly reach thermal 

equilibrium. Take flame emission as an example; since flame isn‟t burning in a 

blackbody cavity, the deactivation of particles through emission don‟t balance with 

the activation process through photon absorption. That is to say, if the gas is emitting 

photons, it is losing energy and cools while its population at high energy levels 

decreases. Only at high concentration where emission approaches the Planck radiation, 

complete thermal equilibrium might be obtained in the interior of flame with the 

wavenumber at the resonance line, since the high concentration gases in the exterior 

of flame, acting as a blackbody cavity, compensate the energy loss of interior gases by 

increasing photon energy density of interior gases. In this case, thermal equilibrium as 

well as radiative equilibrium has been achieved simultaneously.  

For practical purpose, the concept of „Local Thermal Equilibrium‟ (LTE) can be 

used instead of strict thermal equilibrium, where the local macroscopic temperature, 

pressure, and composition are assumed to characterize the microscopic 

thermodynamic state of the matter just as they do at strict thermodynamic equilibrium. 

LTE requires gas molecules, as they cool through emitting photon, convert some 

translational energy (i.e. kinetic energy) into vibrational and rotational energy, and 

thus populate the vibrational and rotational states as if the molecules were under 

thermal equilibrium. To be more specific, it actually requires a longer „radiative 

lifetime‟ than the „relaxation time‟ of excited state. The radiative lifetime is a quantity 

descripting spontaneous radiation to reduce by e
-1

 the population of molecules in a 

given energy state
[17]

. The inverse of the radiative lifetime is thus a quantity to weight 

the rate at which molecules „leak‟ out of an initial state of thermodynamic equilibrium 

due to radiation process. The relaxation time is the time that taken to „pump‟ the 

molecules up to a state of thermal equilibrium, and the inverse relaxation time is a 

quantity of the rate of pumping up to thermodynamic equilibrium (In gaseous flame, 

the „pump‟ process is mainly accomplished by process of molecular collisions). If 

„pump‟ rate exceeds the „leak‟ rate, Boltzmann distribution is preserved. For thermal 

emission in infrared region, typical radiative lifetimes is 10
-3

s
 
to 10

-1
s for molecular 

gas vibration-rotation bands compared to vibrational relaxation time of 10
-5

s and 

rotational relaxation time of 10
-10

s. That is to say the „pump‟ rate exceeds the „leak‟ 

rate, so that the thermal equilibrium is still nearly fulfilled in our case.  
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The following discussions and deductions were performed under the condition of 

thermal equilibrium. However, they are also valid under the condition of LTE, since it 

is a good approximation of thermal equilibrium as discussed above.  

2.4.2  Relationship of Absorption/Emission Coefficient under Thermal 

Equilibrium using Rate Equation 

Assume a two-level energy system with lower and upper energy level E1, E2 

respectively and the transition line is monochromatic (i.e. infinite narrow). Under the 

condition of thermal equilibrium, the steady-state (unchanging of states‟ population) 

is guaranteed. As incident light 0( )I   strikes on an object of steady-state, conservation 

of energy per unit volume of the absorber, expressing in form of rate equation, 

requires that 

1
1 2 0 0 2 21 0

2

( ) ( ) ( )
g

N N I N A hc
g

     ,      (2.15) 

where N1 and N2 are the population of two energy levels respectively; g1 and g2 are 

the statistic weight of each energy level;   is the cross section which characterizes 

the probability of absorption; A21 is the Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient, h 

the Planck constant, 0 the center wavenumber of transition between E1 and E2. Left-

hand of the equation (2.15) is the amount that the rate of absorption of energy exceeds 

the stimulated emission, i.e. the net absorption of energy per unit volume. Right-hand 

of the equation (2.15) is the energy of photons emitted through spontaneous emission 

per unit volume. 

The first term of left-hand in bracket is usually called population difference in 

unit of atoms per cubic meter, and written as
21N . The cross section  can be derived 

from quantum mechanics and expressed as 

2 21
0 2

1 0

( )
8

g A

g c
 

 
 ,       (2.16) 

If the line broadening is concerned, the line shape function term (see Section 2.3.1) 

should be integrated into Eq.(2.16).  

The net absorption of incident light, corresponding to the expression on the left-

hand of equation (2.15), along a gas cell of thickness of dz with concentration n can 

also be written as: 

1
0 0 1 2 0 0

2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a

gdI
n k I N N I

dz g
          ,   (2.17) 

This is said to be the differential form of Beer-lambert law. It‟s worth noting that in 

Eq.(2.17), net absorption not only includes pure absorption but its counterpart--

stimulated emission as well. And the spontaneous emission, corresponding to the 
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expression on the right-hand of equation (2.15), through the same thickness of 

absorption on the direction of incident light can be written as: 

2 21 0
0 0( ) ( )

4
e b

N A hcdI
n k I

dz


 


   ,     (2.18) 

The 0( )k 
 is the absorption/emission coefficient at center wavenumber 0 ; n is the 

number density of particles, corresponding to total number density N (N=N1+N2) in 

rate equation. The subscripts of ( )k   are used to distinguish absorption and emission 

coefficient. The denominator 4 in Eq. (2.18) is due to the fact that spontaneous 

emission is randomly scattering in all directions, and 1

4
accounts for unit solid 

angular on the direction of incident light. ( )
b

I  , with unit of 
1 2 1 1J s m sr cm       is 

Planck radiation, expressed as: 

2 3 1
( ) 2

exp( ) 1
bI hc

hc

kT

 






      (2.19) 

Substituting Eqs.(2.13), (2.14), (2.16) and (2.19) into (2.17) and (2.18), we obtain: 

1 2

21 2

0 0 2

0

( ) ( ) ( )
8 ( )

E E

kT kT

a e

A g
k k e e

c Q T
 

 

 

       (2.20) 

It shows that the absorption coefficient is identical to the emission coefficient at 

line center under the condition of thermal equilibrium. By considering the originality 

of each broadening mechanism, it is easy to extend this conclusion to the situation 

where line broadening is involved. For an identical system, velocity distribution of 

particles in flame is irrelevant to absorption and emission process. Thus, Doppler 

broadening should have the same effect on both absorption and emission. The most 

dominant Lorentz broadening (i.e. collisional broadening) comes from the fact that 

collisions will keep particles from staying in one state for a long time (i.e. shorten the 

lifetime of particle in one state). According to uncertainty principle, the shorter 

lifetime, the broader the line width of absorption and emission is. During the emission 

and absorption process, the absorbing or emitting particles undergoes the same level 

of transient perturbation of collision, since the collision frequency of certain species is 

governed by the temperature and pressure only, no matter absorption or emission 

process we are looking at. The line shape function has already been discussed in 

Section 2.3.1. If line broadening counts, the absorption/emission coefficient will be 

written as: 

0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a ek k k g          (2.21) 

In following discussion, we compound ( )ak  and ( )ek   with unique symbol ( )k  .  
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2.4.3  Equation of Transfer and Kirchhoff’s law 

By summing up equation (2.17) and(2.18), and replacing ( )ak  and ( )ek   with 

unique symbol ( )k   the equation of transfer can be obtained: 

( )( )b

dI
n k I I

dz
          (2.22) 

For a homogeneous medium, concentration n is assumed to be irrelevant to spatial 

position. Through integration along a length of optical path L of (2.22), the 

transmitted light intensity turns out to be: 

( ) ( )

0 [1 ]n k L n k L

bI I e e I            (2.23) 

For an inhomogeneous media, either the concentration n or Planck‟s radiation Ib is the 

function of spatial position. If the space is divided into m layers where the medium is 

assume homogeneous in each layer, the intensity after passing m-th layer can be 

expressed as: 

( ) ( )
, 0, 1[ ] [1 ] ( )n k L n k L
m m m mm bI e I e I T 


   

       (2.24) 

In our case, homogeneous medium condition (i.e. Eq.(2.23)) was adopted. It is easy to 

judge that the first term in equation (2.23) represents the transmitted light intensity of 

incident light after passing the gas cell; the second term represents the thermal 

emission of the gas cell on the direction of incident light. Thus, the transmissivity for 

external line source is defined as: 

( )n k Le            (2.25) 

the emissivity is defined as: 

( )1 n k Le            (2.26) 

and the absorptivity is defined as: 

( )1 1 n k La e             (2.27) 

By comparing the expressions of Eq. (2.26) and (2.27), we come to the conclusion 

that the emissivity is identical to absorptivity. This is well-known Kirchhoff’s law 

which is put forward basing on the corollary of second law of thermodynamics that no 

net energy exchanges in system under thermal equilibrium. If we reflect on the 

discussion in Section 2.4.2, Kirchhoff’s law is actually the consequence of steady-

state and therefore thermal equilibrium. Absorptivity, as indicated in Eq.(2.27), 

accounts for the effects of pure absorption and stimulated emission as well.  

Here, we can gain some physical insights by making a few assumptions on 

Eq.(2.23) as presented in following discussion.  
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If we assume the external light source is a blackbody (i.e. I0=Ib) which possesses 

the same temperature as circumstance gases, Eq. (2.23) suggests that the transmitted 

intensity is still blackbody radiation. That implies the blackbody radiation is 

unaffected by the absorption and emission of surrounding gases with same 

temperature. If the external light source is a greybody (i.e. 0 g bI I , where g  is 

constant emissivity of greybody), Eq. (2.23) becomes: 

[ (1 )]g g bI I            (2.28) 

where  is the emissivity of gases which is usually a function of wavenumber. As can 

be seen in Eq.(2.28), hot gases will imprint their emission on a greybody background. 

This is commonly seen in sooty flame where the soot burning inside the flame serves 

as a greybody light source. The gas emission becomes invisible when g  approaches 

unit, and becomes pure gas thermal emission when g  approaches zero.  

If we assume external light source was applied with considerable intensity so that 

the spontaneous radiation of media can be ignored (i.e. Ib<<I0), Eq.(2.23) becomes: 

( )

0

n k LI I e           (2.29) 

This exponential relationship is commonly referred to as “Beer-Lambert law” which, 

as can be seen in deduction above, is approximate expression of transmitted intensity 

when spontaneous emission is negligible. This law has been widely used in absorption 

spectroscopy. Care should be taken to the various forms of expressing Beer-Lambert 

law. In some articles like Ref.[18], Beer-Lambert law was expressed as: 

( )
0

n LI I e           (2.30) 

where ( )   is cross section which is identical to the expression of Eq. (2.16). It 

should be noted that the concentration term n  in Eq.(2.30) refers to the population 

difference 1
1 2

2

( )
g

N N
g

  rather than the real concentration. By inserting Boltzmann‟s 

distribution Eq.(2.13), the population difference can be further written as: 

1 2

11
1 2

2

( )
( )

( )
E E

kT kT
g

e e n
Q T

g
N N

g

 

       (2.31) 

In some articles like Ref.[19], only pure absorption was taken into account in Beer-

Lambert law. The term n  in Eq. (2.30) thus refers to the population of lower energy 

state. Obviously, Kirchhoff’s law is no longer valid under this definition.  

At low temperature, the population difference or the population at lower energy 

level can be treated a good approximation of real concentration. However, this 

approximation deviates at high temperature when high energy levels were populated 

with increasing temperature. Thus, care should be taken when Eq. (2.30) is applied for 
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concentration measurement at high temperature. In this paper, we adopt the form of 

Eq. (2.29) so that the concentration n is always connected to the real concentration of 

particles.  

The temperature dependence of Beer-Lambert law was manifested by the 

expression of absorption/emission coefficient in Eq.(2.20) or population difference in 

Eq.(2.31). Either absorptivity or emissivity decreases considerably while the partition 

function Q increases with rising temperature. More complex molecules are inclined to 

have a faster increase of partition function. This could be the reason that the signal of 

complex molecule is hard to be detected even with relatively high concentration. 

Finally, it is worth to mention that the satisfaction of Kirchhoff’s law under 

condition of LTE does not imply the temperature is identical all the way along the 

optical path. Macroscopic temperature gradient on radial direction does not 

necessarily imply the breakdown of LTE. Every emitting component on the radial 

optical path can assume to be LTE; they emit photons which were partly absorbed on 

the rest of optical path. By summing up of each emitting component using Eq.(2.24), 

it is possible to make the calculation of thermal radiation of flame with radial 

temperature gradient.   

2.4.4  Thermal Radiation under the condition of optical thin 

Let  (with unit in W cm
-1

) be the spectral radiant flux emitted from a surface 

area O per unit wavenumber in solid angle Ω (with unit in Sr). Rewritten the second 

term of Eq.(2.23), we obtain spectral radiant flux: 

{1 exp( ( ) )} ( )bnk L I T O          (2.32) 

The total radiant flux is given through integration over all wavenumber of interest: 

( ) {1 exp( ( ) )}bd I T O nk L d               (2.33) 

For the case that line emission is investigated, the integration range is to be the 

broadening of line emission accordingly. The Planck radiation can be taken as 

irrelevant to wavelength over the width of emission line of interest. The term  

{1 exp( ( ) )}nk L d          (2.34) 

is the emissivity of element over the range of broadening of emission line. The 

quantity nkL is called “spectral optical depth”, which is commonly used in radiative 

calculation and modeling. If the spectral optical path is negligibly small, namely 

optically thin, that is ( ) 1nk L , Taylor expansion with first-order approximation 

can be applied and we obtain: 

{1 exp( ( ) )} [ ( ) ]nk L d nk L d nSL            (2.35) 

where S is the line strength, defined as: 
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21 2 1 2

2
[exp( ) exp( )]

8 ( )

A g E E
S k d

c Q T kT kT





 

 
      (2.36) 

where A21 (with unit of s
-1

) is Einstein’s transition probability describing the 

probability per unit time that an electron in excited state decays spontaneously to 

lower state emitting a photon. The line strength S was sometimes presented in form of 

other parameters instead of Einstein’s transition probability A. The relationship 

among those parameters can be found in Ref. [20]. 

Substituting equations (2.36) and (2.35) into (2.33)  we obtain the radiant flux 

of emitter under condition of optically thin: 

2 2
0

exp( / )

( ) 4

g E kT
Ahc n OL

Q T




 
       (2.37) 

The physical figure of Eq. (2.37) is clear. The radiant flux  emitted from the flame 

volume of OL within a solid angle Ω over the whole width of the spectral line of 

central wavenumber 0  can be connected with excited state population by multiplying 

Einstein’s transition probability A.  

In fact, Taylor expansion gets rid of the effect of self-absorption, making radiant 

flux directly proportional to the concentration of emitter as indicated in Eq(2.37). This 

is a special case of line emission under condition of optically thin. For practical 

purpose, the expression of Eq. (2.33) and Eq. (2.32) are much more universal and 

served as building block in simulation work as present in Section 2.5. 

2.5 HITRAN/HITEMP Database 

HITRAN is an acronym for high-resolution transmission molecular absorption 

database and its analogous database HITEMP (high-temperature spectroscopic 

absorption parameters). HITRAN/HITEMP is a compilation of spectroscopic 

parameters used to predict and simulate the transmission and absorption of light in the 

atmosphere. The original version was compiled by the Air Force Cambridge Research 

Laboratories (1960's)
[21]

. The HITRAN/HITEMP database has been continuously 

developed during the last three decades
[22]

. The current version of HITRAN (2010) 

contains 42 molecular species along with their most significant isotopologues, and 5 

molecular species in HITEMP. The molecular list and detail information for HITRAN 

and HITEMP can be found in Refs. [23] and [24]. 

2.5.1  Structure of HITRAN/HITEMP Database 

The HITRAN/HITEMP database now uses 160-character format in presenting 

molecular transition. The cgs unit system is adopted for HITRAN/HITEMP database. 

The intensity is given at standard temperature of 296K, and the transitions are ordered 

by increasing wavenumber. Available software JavaHAWKS (JAVA HITRAN 

ATMOSPHERIC WORKSTATION) is used to output the HITRAN-format data. A 

Matlab code is created to recognize and load HITRAN-format data (see Appendix A.). 
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The parameters and their meaning in 160-character HITRAN format are presented in 

Table.2.  

Table.2 Description the parameters and format of HITRAN and HITEMP 2010 

database
[24]

  

 

The important parameters in Table.2 (e.g. Intensity S, Einstein coefficient A and 

Statistical weight of upper and lower state g etc.) are identical to the description and 

definition in Section. 2.4. Schematic diagram of fundamental spectroscopic 

parameters of transition is shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of fundamental spectroscopic parameters of a line transition in 

HITRAN
[25]
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The profile shows absorption coefficient k as a function of wavenumber. The 

shaded area is the integration of absorption coefficient over the width of line 

broadening, being called line strength S (In HITRAN, this parameter is called 

Intensity). The pressure-induced line shift   and the line broadening   are illustrated 

in the graph above. The dotted line refers to the line after shift. The line shape is 

characterized by Gaussian, Lorentzian or Voigt line shape function. The utilization of 

most of these parameters is present in the following section. 

2.5.2  Application of HITRAN/HITEMP Database in Thermal Emission 

Simulation 

According to the discussion of Kirchhoff‟s law in Section 2.4, the HITRAN 

absorption database is also applicable to emission simulation. The flow diagram 

shown below gives a step-by-step overview of how computational simulation was 

done. The corresponding integrated Matlab codes used in emission simulation have 

been attached in Appendix. B.  

 

Figure 4. Flow diagram of processes in computational simulation of emission spectrum 

Figure 4 together with the following discussion will give insight to how these 

parameters are mathematically used in simulation. This discussion is consistent with 

the description in Ref. [25].  
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i) Temperature conversion of line intensity 

With certain temperature T, the line intensity ( )S T  is calculated from the HITRAN 

quantity ( )refS T  using: 

2 2

2 2

( ) exp( / ) [1 exp( / )]
( ) ( )

( ) exp( / ) [1 exp( / )]

ref

ref

ref ref

Q T c E T c T
S T S T

Q T c E T c T



 







  


  
  (2.38) 

where E [cm
-1

] is the lower state energy, c2 [cm K] the second radiation constant, 

defined as hc/k, and  [cm
-1

] line transition wavenumber. The reference temperature is 

set to be 296K as mentioned before. Figure 5 sets an example of how CO line 

intensity changed after temperature conversion from 296K to 1800K. The P and R 

branches were marked out. The overall line strength decreases as arises temperature 

but the line strength on the band wing increases considerably.  

 

Figure 5. Temperature conversion of CO emission line strength from 296K to 1800K. 

ii) Temperature and pressure correction of line half width and Pressure-induced 

shift correction 

The pressure induced HWHM ( , )p T  for a gas at pressure p [atm], temperature T [K], 

and partial pressure ps [atm], is calculated as: 

( , ) ( ) ( ( , )( ) ( , ) )
ref n

air ref ref s self ref ref s

T
p T p T p p p T p

T
       (2.39) 

where n is the temperature-dependence coefficient. The transition wavenumber shift 

given by pressure can be estimated by: 

' ( )refv v p p           (2.40) 

iii) Calculation of Absorption/Emission coefficient  
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The monochromatic absorption/emission coefficient ( , , )k T p  [1/(molecule cm
-2

)] at 

wavenumber  [cm
-1

] is given by: 

( , , ) ( ) ( , , )vk T p S T g T p        (2.41) 

The absorption/emission coefficient ( , , )k T p   is also identical to the definition of 

line intensity S in Eq.(2.36). gv is the line shape function, which, in this work, Voigt 

line shape function was applied.  
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Chapter 3.  

Experimental Setup and data acquisition 

In this chapter, a general introduction of the main experimental instruments is 

given in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. The consecutive black body calibration and data 

processing are manifested in Section 3.3. 

3.1 McKenna Burner 

McKenna burner has been widely used to produce flat flame for the purpose of 

combustion research. The transect structure of a typical McKenna burner is shown in 

Figure 6. 

Fuel Inlet 
Shroud 

Gas Inlet

O-ring 

Sealing 
Gasket

Sintered Bronze 
Shroud Ring Sintered Bronze

70 mm

Cooling
Circuit  

Figure 6. Transect structure of McKenna Burner
[26]

 

The mixture of fuel and air, controlled by mass flow controllers (Brinkhorst Hi-

Tec), is introduced through fuel inlet and distributed evenly through the sintered 

matrix plug cross section. Any pressure surge in the fuel flow is normalized in the 

cavity located below the sintered plug within the chamber. An annular N2 co-flow was 

fitted into concentric shroud ring, insuring a dampened smooth flowing shielding of 

the flame from the outside environment and stabilizes the flame above the sintered 
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plug. The cooling system was run to keep the temperature on burner surface constant 

and further prevents flash back from occurring
[26]

. The distributions of temperature 

and species concentration are considered to be homogeneous along the radial direction. 

Thus, quasi-one-dimension flame was built. In our experiment, the flat laminar flames 

were created on a home-built McKenna-type burner with a diameter of 70 mm. The 

optical path of flame gas under investigation is assumed to be identical to the diameter 

of McKenna burner. The flames are stabilized by a steel disk ~ 18 mm above the 

burner surface. A photograph (Figure 7) of φ=1.60 flame shows an example of flat 

laminar flame used in experiment. 

 

Figure 7.  Photograph of Phi=1.60 CH4/O2/N2 flame. The measured positions along central axis (0 

mm (reaction zone), ± 1 mm and ± 3 mm) are also shown as white points. A stagnation plane was 

shown on the top of figure. 

The light of blue-green slice was recognized as the chemiluminescence of C2 and CH 

radicals, and also referred to as the position of reaction zone. In measurements, five 

positions, 0 mm, ±1 mm and ±3 mm related to the flame reaction zone along central 

axis, have been investigated. Instead of burning at the surface of burner, the flame was 

adjusted by tuning the flow of N2, to lift the flame to about ~ 5 mm above the burner 

desk so that the reaction zone can be seen and investigated. Two laminar CH4/O2/N2 

flames of Phi=1.6 and Phi=0.8 were investigated and the gas flows are summarized in 

Table 3.  

Table 3. Flame gas flow conditions. The N2-flow is adjusted to lift the flame approximately 5 mm 

above the burner surface. The co-flow, N2 gas, is adjusted to make a flat horizontal flame. All the 

gas flows are in a unit of liters/minute. 

Flame Ф CH4 O2 N2 Co-flow 

Rich 1.60 3.12 3.90 14.7 10.5 

Lean 0.80 1.56 3.90 20.0 10.5 

 

An adiabatic Free Propagation Flame model run with same gas flow conditions 

by CHEMKIN-PRO was compared with Stagnation Flame model (detail introduction 

of CHEMKIN-PRO will be present in Section 4.6); The Free Propagation Flame 

Model assumes no heat loss during combustion process. The Stagnation Flame Model 
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has taken the heat exchange with stagnation plane into account. The temperature 

profiles predicted both models were shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. Comparison of temperature profiles predicted by Free Propagation Flame Model (black 

curve) and Stagnation Flame Model (red curve) of CHEMKIN-PRO. (a) Model predictions of rich 

(phi=1.6) flame  (b) Model predictions of lean (phi=0.8) flame. 

As can be seen from Figure 8, the maximum temperature predicted by Stagnation 

Flame Model approaches that predicted by Adiabatic Free Propagation Flame Model. 

Then, the temperature predicted by Stagnation Flame Model decreases due to the heat 

conduction of stagnation plane. The difference between maximum temperatures 

predicted by two models was 20K and 30K for rich and lean flame respectively. Since 

the flame was lifted about 5mm above the burner surface, the heat loss through heat 

exchange with burner surface can be ignored. Although the radiative heat loss was not 

considered by Stagnation Flame Model, the heat loss in radiative way only accounts 

for a really small mount in the whole combustion process of non-sooty flame. This 

suggests that the flame used in experiment is close to the adiabatic flame. This 

statement can be further confirmed by comparing the measured temperature values 

with that predicted by model as present in Section 4.6. 

It is interesting to clarify the boundary structure of flame. As can be seen in 

Figure 7, the blue-green slice was stretched out and bended upward on the boundary 

of flame. The stretched-out effect is basically due to the nature of gaseous diffusion. 

Namely, the premixed fuel was diffused into N2 co-flow zone due to the concentration 

gradient of fuel on the boundary of premixed fuel flow. Since the premixed fuel is 

diluted by N2 co-flow, the combustion happened on the boundary will possess lower 

temperature and species concentration. The stretched-out length is estimated to be 2.4 

mm at 3 mm above reaction zone. The reason that the blue-green slice was bended is 

because the concentric stagnation plane is smaller than burner surface. The gas flow 

on the boundary which is not retarded by stagnation plane possesses higher axial 

velocity than the gas flow velocity at burner center. Thus, the reaction zone on the 

boundary was elevated by the gas flow with higher axial velocity. This boundary 
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effect may be a contributor of the experiment error, which will be discussed in Section 

4.8. 

3.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIRS) 

In this work, a high resolution FTIR spectrometer (IFS 125HR), which enables to 

resolve the line width narrower than 0.001 cm
-1

 all over the broad spectral from 5cm
-1

 

in the far-IR to >50,000cm
-1

 in the UV
[27]

, was used to investigate flame infrared 

emission.. The principle of Fourier Transform can refer to Ref. [28]. The most 

remarkable property of FTIR that all the spectral information of species was collected 

simultaneously. This means synchronous detection for several species is always ready 

for FTIR spectroscopy. Schematic diagram of experimental setup is shown in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of FTIR experimental setup; HeNe laser (red line) was used to insure 

the alignment of optical system. 

The infrared emission was recorded by liquid-nitrogen-cooled InSb detector. The 

running of cooling system of InSb detector is not only to protect detector from being 

overheated but also to increase the efficiency of spectral response. This is simply 

governed by second law of thermodynamics; the detector is also an emitter of 

radiation, and in extreme case no net radiation flux can be collected if the detector has 

the same temperature as the light source. The IR emission was collected by a mirror 

system composing of a plant and a curve aluminum film mirror. In measurement, the 

flame center and the aperture (P) of the spectrometer were located on the double focus 

(2f = 50 cm) of the curve mirror achieving the one-one image relation. In order to 

align the optical system and accurately determine the measured point, an extra HeNe 

laser was adopted in the setup. In case that any object might be the contributor of 

background signal in infrared region, a slit with 2 mm aperture opening was added 5 

cm ahead of the flame with the purpose to block the light from the area out of 
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investigation. The corresponding area under investigation on flame surface was 

estimated to be a circle with 0.2 mm diameter. For each point measurement as 

indicated in Figure 7, 20 scans were performed to obtain the averaged emission 

spectra with a spectral resolution of 0.05 cm
-1

 adopted. In case that idea Fourier 

Transform requires integration in time domain from negative infinity to positive 

infinity, which is of practical impossible, the Apodization function boxcar was used in 

Fourier Transform calculation to obtain emission spectra (the word apodization refers 

to the suppression of the side lodes; any function that has a value of unity at line 

center and decreases on the side lobe will serve as an apodization function
[28]

.).   

3.3 Blackbody Calibration and Data Processing 

In order to do quantitative analysis of the spectra, the recorded spectra were 

corrected by the spectral response of the setup. The relative spectral response was 

calibrated using the record emission from a SiC blackbody (OL480 Black Body 

Calibration Standard) running at 1473 K. The uncertainty of emissivity of black body 

is estimated to be 0.99 0.01
[29]

. Dividing the measured black body spectra by the 

theoretical black body emission given by Planck‟s function, the so-called spectral 

response function was obtained. The recorded spectra were then divided by the 

response function to recover the „real‟ spectra which is practically used in simulation 

work. The calibration curve together with the corresponding response function is 

shown in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10. Blackbody Calibration performed at 1473K. The blue curve shows measured blackbody 

radiation; green curve is its base line. The red curve shows theoretically calculated blackbody 

radiation. The black curve is the corresponding spectral response curve. 

Apparently, the absorption of cool air on the optical path is significant and was 

imprinted on the measured blackbody curve. The originality of each absorption zone 

H2O CO2 H2O H2O 
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was labelled in figure, and example of simulation of absorption lines will be given in 

Section 4.2. Most absorption lines sharply drag the continuum emission to ground. 

The absorption of CO2 manifests itself as the most „black‟ absorber at the spectral 

around 2400 cm
-1

. The base line (green line) instead of measured spectrum was used 

to calculate response function in order to get rid of the effect of absorption on 

calibration process. The spectral response here accounts for both the reflection and 

transmission of the optics in the setup and the spectral response efficiency of the InSb 

detector, but does not include the ambient CO2 and H2O absorptions due to their 

complexity and saturation in some region. The red line is the theoretical black body 

emission at 1473K. By dividing the base line of measured spectrum (green line) by 

the theoretical black body emission (red line), the corresponding spectral response 

curve was shown as black line. The sharp decrease of response below 1800 cm
-1

 is 

due to the response cut-off of InSb detector around 1800 cm
-1

. Thus, the measured 

spectrum before 1800 cm
-1

 is less reliable. The strange dip at around 3200 cm
-1

 is 

attributed to the spectral response efficiency of the InSb detector rather than the effect 

of absorption, since the absorption around the small dip hasn‟t saturated. Although the 

effect of strong absorption will distort the thermal emission signal of water and CO2, 

there are still lots of thermal lines which possess transitions with non-ground lower 

level survive from absorption. Attempt to measure temperature using thermal lines of 

water and simulation of CO2 v3 hot band head had been made as presented in Section 

4.4 and 4.7. 
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Chapter 4.  

Result and Discussion 

In this chapter, data analysis and simulation will be presented. The identification of 

major species in flame and the effect of absorption of air are manifested in Section 4.1 

and 4.2 respectively. For rich flame, the temperature determination was firstly 

achieved by simulation of CO emission (see Section 4.3). The almost interference-free 

strong CO emission at around 2100 cm
-1

 renders temperature determination much 

reliable. Temperature determination using water line was applied to both rich and lean 

flames, showing good consistency with CO determined temperature (see Section 4.4).  

This is of practical importance, since water, serving as most common product in 

combustion process, provides a lot of choices of emission lines for temperature 

determination. The detection of minor species like OH and isotopes are present in 

Section 4.5. Model predictions of flame temperature and species concentration run by 

CHEMKIN-PRO were compared with experiment determined value are presented in 

Section 4.6. Attempts to simulate emission of CH4 and CO2 are present in Section 4.7. 

A discussion about the uncertainty in temperature measurement and limitation of 

using HITRAN database is hold in Section 4.8.  

4.1 Spectral Distribution of Major Species 

For the CH4/O2/N2 flame, several major species have been found in spectral range 

from 1900 to 6000 cm
-1

. Examples of spectra acquired at the flame reaction zone for 

both lean and rich flame are shown in Figure 11. The spectral structures of production 

species, CO, CO2, H2O as well as the fuel CH4 were identified.  
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Figure 11. IR emission spectra from the reaction zone of rich (a) and lean (b) CH4/O2/N2 flame. 

The spectra of major species are identified, and the absorption due to ambient CO2 is shown by 

red arrow around 2400 cm
-1

. 

The spectral structure of lean and rich flame looks similar. Emission of water and 

carbon dioxide contribute major part in spectra. In rich flame, the CO emission is 

strong enough to become comparable with CO2 emission due to its high concentration. 

The first overtone of CO (centred at 4260 cm
-1

) appeared clearly in the rich flame 

spectrum as shown in Figure 11. On the contrary, in the lean flame spectra, CO can 

only be found at the positions of reaction zone and 1mm above reaction zone. The 

fuel CH4, as a reactant, appeared in both of the two spectra. It is worth noting that the 

base line of both spectra is not even especially at the base line around 2200 cm
-1

. This 

is because the line density of CO2 emission at this region is so high that the FTIR 

cannot resolve the whole width of emission line. That is to say the second line ascends 

before the first line drops into ground, forming continuum emission. As an extreme 

case, blackbody, which gives continuous emission described by Planck‟s function, can 

be imaged as an emission that processed extreme high line density. That is why CO2 

is sometime treated as blackbody emitter and absorber at high concentration. Small 

base line ascent can also be found at around 3000 cm
-1

. This is contributed from 

emission of hydrocarbons with high line density as well. As mentioned in black body 

calibration process, the absorption of ambient low temperature CO2 and H2O also 

appears in the flame emission spectra. The simulation of absorption effect is discussed 

in Section 4.2. For CO2, as shown by arrows the absorption mainly locates on the 
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continuum emission. The ambient environment absorption causes some difficulties in 

spectra analysis of CO2 and H2O at certain degree, so that most work have firstly been 

done with focus on the analysis of CO and thermal lines/band head of CO2 and H2O.  

4.2 Simulation of Absorption Spectroscopy 

Since the HITRAN/HITEMP database is originally applied to model the 

absorption spectra, the first try of this work is to simulate the absorption spectra to 

verify the feasibility of Matlab codes that will be further used in emission simulation. 

The absorption spectra were obtained through dividing the measured black body 

spectrum by its base line as indicated in Figure 10. The temperature is set to be 

identical to room condition, that is, 296K. The optical path is 50cm, which is 

consistent to the distance between the center of flame and aperture of spectrometer. 

470 ppm concentration of CO2 gives the best simulation of CO2 absorption. This 

value is a little higher than the common CO2 concentration (390 ppm) in the air. It is 

because the combustion process going on during experiment elevated the level of CO2 

concentration. An example of simulation of CO2 absorption shows in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. Simulation of CO2 absorption compared with measured absorption spectrum. Setting of 

296K and 470ppm of CO2 were adopted in simulation. The residues between simulated spectrum 

and measured spectrum were shown on the bottom of figure. 

The small variance between the simulated and measured spectrum might attribute to 

insufficient description of line width of absorption lines and the minor absorption of 

water in air which hasn‟t been taken into account in the simulation work. This 

simulation strongly suggests the reliability of HITRAN/HITEMP database and the 

feasibility of simulation codes. The absorption of CO2 approaches unity at P and R 

branches of v3 band. As can be seen in Figure 12, the base line of v3 band is uplifted 

due to the same reason as mentioned in last section. The absorption of the first isotope 
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13
C

16
O2 was clearly observed. If the abundant of isotope 

13
C

16
O2 of one percent was 

adopted, the corresponding concentration 5 ppm shows excellent sensitivity in gas 

detection using absorption. Thus, imagine a spectrometer implanted with a simulation 

code may be a sensitive gas sensor.  

4.3 Temperature Measurement and Concentration Determination 

of Carbon Monoxide 

The strongest CO emission emerges on the spectral region from 1800 to 2350 cm
-1

. 

For the CO simulation, the spectral range between 1950 and 2150 cm
-1

 has been 

chosen, since within this region CO emission is barely interfered by emission or 

absorption of other species in spite of small interference from water. Experimental 

data of rich flame ( 1.6  ) was investigated. The spectrum was divided into twenty 

patches, each of which approximately contains seven emission lines on average 

covering the vibrational transitions from the strongest lines (1-0) to the least 

detectable line (5-4) with good signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Each patch spans 8 cm
-1

 

roughly, ensuring the uncertainty of blackbody calibration doesn‟t contribute notable 

errors in temperature and concentration determination. The normalization of each 

patch has been made through dividing both simulated and measured spectrum by the 

line intensity of strongest vibrational transition (1-0) in order to compare the 

simulation and measurement in the same scale. Figure 13 shows an example of such a 

patch, and the transition of each line has been recognized.  

 

Figure 13. Display of spectral structure in one CO patch. The transition of each CO emission line 

was designated, and the appearance of 
13

C
16

O isotope was marked. 

In Figure 13, it is worth to note that the appearance of 
13

C
16

O isotope emission 

manifests a high detection limit in our experiment (see Section 4.5.2). The vibration-

rotation transitions from different vibrational levels clearly show up. The display of 

the structure that both low and high vibrational states transitions presenting in the 

same patch favorably ensures the sensitivity of temperature determination. In general, 

the intensity of transition from high vibrational level (e.g. transition (5—4)) will 

increase dramatically with rising temperature. The intensity of transition from low 
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vibrational level will keep constant or decrease more or less with rising temperature. 

The molecular thermal radiation was simulated using Eq.(2.29) where concentration 

dependence of thermal emission was clearly shown. And the temperature dependence 

in Eq.(2.29) is implicitly included in the emission coefficient term ( )k  , which, 

corresponding to HITRAN definition, is presented in Eq.(2.41). Thus, it is possible to 

obtain temperature information of flame by fitting the structure of CO emission 

through varying temperature and CO concentration.  

The first guess of the value of concentration and temperature can be obtained by 

scanning over different temperature and concentration combinations but with a 

relatively large step length for computational expense concern. A least squares fitting 

was applied to selected peaks of each patch, giving a variance of single patch fitting. 

The mean variance of twenty patches was recorded for each temperature and 

concentration combination. The mean variance was defined as: 

Mean Variance = 

, 2

,1 1

( 1) /
i simu

i meas

qm

j i
j

P
q

P

m

 

 
  

 
 

    (4.1) 

where q is the number of peaks being selected in each patch, Pi,simu and Pi, meas are the 

intensity of peaks in simulated and measured spectra respectively; m is the number of 

patch, which is twenty in our case. Figure 14 gives an example of three-dimension 

plot of scans for experimental data from 3mm above reaction zone of rich flame 

(temperature and concentration as x and y axis, mean variance as z axis). The mean 

variance (z-axis) shows how good or bad the simulation is under specific temperature 

and concentration combination.  

 

Figure 14. Three dimension plot of temperature and concentration scans of CO simulation  
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The 3D plot shows a bowl-like graph. Down to the bottom of the bowl, the 

difference of variance between adjacent combinations is small so that it is hard to treat 

the minimum point as the best setting. As can be seen in Figure 14, the concentration 

at around 0.08 and temperature at around 1800K compose the region that best-fit 

point should locate. Fortunately, in the virtue of less concentration dependence of line 

intensity at high concentration (let say, higher than tens thousands ppm), the 

concentration can be roughly determined with uncertainty of 3%  accordingly. With 

fixed concentration, each patch will give one best-fit temperature by scanning over 

temperature with step length of 10K. The outputs of 20 best-fit temperature values 

from 20 patches are treated as a set, constituting the uncertainty of temperature 

measurement. Using the method described above, the temperatures of flame and the 

concentrations of CO at several spatial positions are present in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. CO determined rich flame temperature at each spatial position with its corresponding 

precision was plotted. The concentration was also plotted against four spatial positions.  

The mean value of temperature at each spatial position was plotted with 

corresponding precision. The variance of temperature was better than 30K. Figure 16 

shows an example that experiment spectrum recorded at 3mm above reaction zone of 

rich flameas was compared with CO simulation spectrum, which adopted the 

measured temperature and concentration value at the same spatial position. 
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Figure 16.Example of CO simulation compared with data measured at 3mm above reaction zone; 

the dotted line refers to FTIR measured data; the red line is the simulation of CO emission 

with1819K and mole fraction 0.08 using HITEMP database; the green line shows simulated water 

line under the same temperature. 

As can be seen from Figure 16, the deviations of simulation mainly come from the 

inevitable interference of water. The well-fitting CO simulation holds the strong 

potential to simulate emission spectrum using HITRAN/HITEMP database. More 

figures of CO simulation at different spatial positions are present in Appendix.F. 

4.4 Temperature Measurement Using Water Lines 

For temperature measurement using water lines, both lean ( 0.8  ) and rich 

( 1.6  ) flame have been tested. The idea of temperature determination using water 

lines is based on the observation of apparent alteration of two-line intensity ratio. The 

two-line intensity ratio as a function of temperature can be calibrated by simulation in 

advance, so that the temperature can be read out by comparing the two-line intensity 

ratio from measured spectrum with the calibrated one. One problem that above all 

needs to be overcome is the effect of strong absorption of cool air as mentioned in 

preceding discussion. Figure 17 gives a general insight of the effect of water 

absorption. The simulation of thermal emission of water as well as carbon dioxide 

was manifested.  
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Figure 17. Simulation of water and CO2 at 1817K compared with experiment spectrum recorded at 

3mm above reaction zone in rich flame. The absorptivity of water was also simulated at ambient 

temperature under 1 atm (red line) and 0.2 atm (blue line) as plotted on the bottom of figure. 

The blue line is the experimentally recorded spectrum. The red and green lines 

are the simulation results of H2O and CO2 respectively. As can be seen in Figure 17, 

the absorption lines have narrower line width than thermal emission, creating a dip at 

the line center of thermal emission. However, the simulation of absorption at 1 atm as 

shown on bottom of figure suggests the absorption under 1 atm has a same or even 

smaller order of line broadening. This is because the line broadening mechanism in 

our case is dominated by pressure broadening (Lorentizian broadening) which is 

governed by pressure and decreasing with rising temperature as can be seen in Eq. 

(2.8). One explanation for the narrower absorption lines is that the water with low 

pressure in vacuum chamber of FTIR also makes its contribution to absorption. As 

illustrated by the blue line on the bottom figure, the absorption simulation under 0.2 

atm resolve certain lines which are also resolved in measured spectra but blurred in 1 

atm absorption simulation. There are still some „hot lines‟ that keep unaffected from 

absorption, which can be used for temperature determination. The simulation of water 

lines are not as good as CO simulation in term of intensity, because parameters of 

some water transitions are found to be inaccurate at high temperature
[24]

. Since 

temperature calibration of two-line ratio is based on simulation, only the temperature-

sensitive water lines with good fitting are selected to be used.  

In our case, water emission lines in two patches (3200-3215 cm
-1

 and 3230-3240 

cm
-1

), where absorption effect has been fairly avoided, were chosen (information of 

chosen lines can be found in Appendix D). Two lines peaked at 3213.41 and 3237.71 

cm
-1

 are used to normalize each patch respectively. Due to the negative exponential 

dependence of concentration (see Eq.(2.32)), the intensity of emission line is less 

concentration dependence, so that the line intensity ratio calibration of water is barely 

influenced by varying concentration, which favors temperature measurement with 
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higher concentration uncertainty. Thus, temperature influence on line intensity has 

been mainly concerned. Figure 18 and Figure 19 provide examples of temperature 

response of water line emissions of two patches for both simulation and experimental 

results.  

 

Figure 18. Upper part of figure shows simulation of temperature response of water line emission 

from 3201cm
-1

 to 3205cm
-1

 . The simulation was performed with three temperature settings 

(1200K, 1600K and 2000K) and mole fraction of 18%. The bottom of figure shows experimental 

spectra recorded at 1mm below and above Reaction Zone. 

 

Figure 19. Upper part of figure shows simulation of temperature response of water line emission 

from 3227cm
-1

 to 3232cm
-1

 . The simulation was performed with three temperature settings 

(1200K, 1600K and 2000K) and mole fraction of 18%. The bottom of figure shows experimental 

spectra recorded at 1mm below and above Reaction Zone. 
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As can be seen in the upper part of Figure 18 and Figure 19, the intensity ratios 

among several water emission lines were reversed while temperature arises from 

1200K to 2000K. Some of those have been found to be changing more than 100% on 

average as temperature increases 100K, showing a promising potential for 

temperature determination. In the lower part of Figure 18 and Figure 19, experimental 

spectra recorded at 1mm below and above reaction zone were shown; the 

corresponding CO determined flame temperatures were 1521K and 1836K 

respectively. The interference from emission of hydrocarbons clearly shows up at the 

spatial position of 1mm below reaction zone. Apparently, the simulation fails to 

precisely predict for the intensity and line width of some emission lines. However, the 

predicted tendency of being temperature-sensitive for line intensity ratio of some line 

pairs was still consistent with experimental results. For example, the emission lines 

among spectral region 3203-3204cm
-1

 and 3230.5-3231.5cm
-1

 in both simulated or 

measured spectra show similar temperature response of line intensity ratio, even 

though the intensity being simulated is not identical to the measured one. This fact 

suggests an experiment-based calibration for some temperature-sensitive lines are 

needed (this idea will be further demonstrated in Section Chapter 5). In our case, as 

mention before, only well-simulated and temperature-sensitive water lines are 

selected for the use of temperature determination. Using the line ratio calibrations for 

several lines, spatially resolved temperatures of rich and lean flame were calculated 

out and shown in Figure 20.   

 

 

Figure 20. Plot of spatially resolved flame temperature determined by water lines in both rich (a) 

and lean (b) flame; Comparison with CO determined temperature (red line) is presented in rich 

flame. 

In Figure 20(a), both water-determined (blue point) and CO-determined (red 

point) temperature were presented. The consistency of water and CO determined 

flame temperature favorably proves the reliability of this method for temperature 

measurement. The relatively large disparity (about 60K) between these two methods 

shows up at the position 1 mm below reaction zone. This is because the dramatically 

arising mount of hydrocarbons at this spatial position contributes lots of „noise‟ to the 
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spectral range around 3100 cm
-1

. As a result the intensity of water lines and therefore 

temperature are elevated somehow. In Figure 20(b), temperatures of lean flame are 

given for three only spatial positions, since temperature at the position one millimeter 

below reaction zone is too low to contribute a detectable signal. No temperature 

information given by CO simulation was available in lean flame, since the low 

concentration level of CO in lean flame gives relatively low thermal emission, making 

the CO determined temperature unreliable. In spite the errors caused in experimental 

process, the relative large error bar is mainly caused by the imperfect intensity 

prediction of simulation. Further improvement in the accuracy of HITRAN database 

is needed. Still, this method holds strong potential for temperature measurement, 

considering its broad applicability in combustion environments.  

4.5 Minor components detection 

4.5.1  Detection of OH radical 

OH is a radical that universally appears in combustion process. In our experiment, 

emission of OH radical is found in lean flame at the spectral range from 3040 to 3290 

cm
-1

. An example of identification of OH lines is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. Upper figure: Identification of OH emission; Blue line is the experimental spectrum 

measured at 1mm above reaction zone of lean flame; the red line shows the simulation of water at 

1693K, mole fraction of 0.12; Lower figure: Simulation of OH for comparison. 

 The upper part of figure shows the measured spectrum (blue line) compared with 

water simulation (red line). The arrows point out the emission of OH and the 

corresponding simulation of OH emission are present in lower part of figure. As 

shown in Figure 21, OH lines appear in the forest of water lines. In simulation of OH 

radical, water line simulation is included as well, which help to identify the extent that 
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OH emission lines interfered by water, and the effect of slight base line change given 

by water emission will be offset more or less. Eleven OH emission lines that avoid the 

interference of water and other species are chosen to determine OH concentration. 

The water line peaked at 3234.47 cm
-1

 was used to normalize both simulated and 

measured spectrum. The water-determined temperature value of lean flame at each 

spatial position as shown in Figure 20 was adopted in simulation. Like the idea used 

in CO simulation, each line that got best fit while varying concentration exports a 

best-fit concentration value; eleven best-fit concentration values are treated as a set 

again, constituting the uncertainty of OH concentration determination. The measured 

lowest OH concentration is about 1000 ppm at three millimeter above reaction zone of 

lean flame. The OH concentration at each spatial position of lean flame, comparing 

with results predicted by CHIMKIN, is presented in Section 4.6. 

4.5.2  Detection of isotope
  13

C
16

O and hydrocarbons 

As being highlighted in Figure 13, the emission of isotope 
13

C
16

O has been 

detected with recognizable intensity. The vibrational transition (2-1) of 
13

C
16

O was 

found even at 1mm below reaction zone, where the concentration of CO was 

measured to be 0.057. According to abundance definition of HITRAN, the abundance 

of 
13

C
16

O is about 1 per cent, corresponding to detectable CO concentration better 

than 630 ppm in our case.  

It should be emphasized that the detection limitation is not only based on species 

concentration but the species itself as well. High temperature does not always render 

high intensity. Reflecting on the expression of Eq.(2.20), the emission coefficient as 

well as emissivity is a function of temperature, which is mainly governed by partition 

function Q(T). Generally speaking, for relative complex hydrocarbons (e.g.C2H2 and 

C2H4), the internal partition function Q(T) dramatically increased with raising 

temperature, reducing the emissivity, and therefore make the detection limit of species 

worse.  

For example, the partition function of C2H2 is in the same order of magnitude as 

that of CO at room temperature, but around two orders of magnitude larger than that 

of CO at 1500K. In fact, the maximum concentration of C2H2 is estimated to be up to 

5500 ppm at position of reaction zone. However, the signal of C2H2 can merely be 

seen in the spectrum recorded at reaction zone and 1mm below reaction zone. The 

other reason for the faintness of C2H2 signal is that almost all hydrocarbons have their 

emission contribution to the spectral range around 3000cm
-1

, and as consequence the 

signal of C2H2 almost merges into the background of emission of hydrocarbons.  

4.6 CHEMKIN prediction of flame temperature and species 

concentration 

CHEMKIN software is a set of flexible tools for incorporating complex chemical 

kinetics into simulations of reacting flow. The software is a collection of programs 
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and subroutine libraries, which work together to facilitate the formation, solution, and 

interpretation of problems involving gas-phase and heterogeneous (gas-surface) 

chemical kinetics
[30]

. 

For comparison, both rich and lean flames were modelled using CHEMKIN-PRO 

software with GRI-3.0 mechanism which is an optimized mechanism designed to 

model natural gas combustion with 325 reactions included
[31] 

and frequently used in 

modeling of methane flame. Premixed Stagnation Flame Model (PSF) was used, in 

which an axisymmetric geometry consisting of concentric, circular nozzle and 

stagnation plane directed towards each other. This axisymmetric geometry leads to a 

simplification in which the fluid properties are functions of the axial distance only
[32]

. 

The inlet gas velocities for rich and lean flame were set to be 9.41 and 11.3 cm/s 

respectively, which is identical to the gas flow condition listed in Table 3. The axial 

flow velocity on surface of stagnation plane was set to zero since the stagnation plane 

prevents axial flow from further propagating on axial direction. The temperature of 

stabilizer surface as boundary condition was set to be 1200K and 1000K for rich and 

lean flame respectively. It was found that the setting of stabilizer temperature has a 

negligible effect on the modelled results for the region under investigation. Thus, no 

errors are assumed to be from the uncertainty of stabilizer temperature. The 

temperature profiles of rich and lean flame were shown in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22. Temperature profile of rich (a) and lean (b) predicted by CHEMKIN model. The CH 

concentration profile as a function of axis coordinator was present as well in order to fix the 

position of reaction zone, so that the model prediction becomes comparable with experimental 

measurement. 

The position of reaction zone in model prediction was fixed by adopting the position 

where CH radical gets its maximum concentration value (see Figure 22). Then, the 

modeled temperature value at different spatial positions can be read out by shifting 

position upward or downward accordingly. As can be seen in Figure 22, the 

temperature at position of reaction zone gently increases instead of a steep 

temperature elevation. This implies that the position of reaction zone defined in our 

experiment almost approaches the end of reaction zone. Comparison between 
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experimental determined temperatures and CHEMKIN model predicted temperature 

for rich and lean flame was indicated in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively.  

Table 4. Comparison of model-determined and experiment-determined temperature in rich flame 

Temperature(K) 

/Position 

Reaction Zone  

-1mm 
Reaction Zone 

Reaction Zone 

+1mm 

Reaction Zone 

+3mm 

CHEMKIN 1388 1794 1827 1821 

CO Determined 1521  1737  1836  1819  

Water 

Determined 
1585 1733 1835 1800 

 

Table 5. Comparison of model-determined and experiment-determined temperature in lean flame 

Temperature(K) 

/Position 

Reaction Zone      

-1mm 

Reaction 

Zone 

Reaction Zone 

+1mm 

Reaction Zone 

+3mm 

CHEMKIN 550 1501 1636 1667 

Water 

Determined 
No Data Available 1547 1693 1691 

 

In general, the experiment-determined temperatures match well with the modeled 

values. Comparing with the temperature profile in Figure 22, we will find out that 

relative bigger disparities are usually given at the position where temperature gradient 

is great. The reasons and originalities of uncertainties in temperature determination 

will be discussed in Section 4.8. 

Additionally, CHEMKIN predictions of species concentration for both rich and 

lean flame were plotted in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Concentration of major species (H2O, CH4, CO and CO2) and radical OH profile for 

rich (left part) and lean (right part) were predicted by CHEMKIN. The position of reaction zone is 

designated.  

In Figure 23, we can see that the concentration of CO in rich flame almost keep 

constant after reaction zone. This is verified from the experience of CO simulation. 

The OH radical is kind of radical with longer lifetime either in rich or lean flame. 

Nevertheless, the OH maximum concentration in rich flame was merely about 90 ppm, 

which is much lower than the detection limit that mentioned in Section 4.5.2, 

rendering no OH signal deterred from rich flame. On the contrary, OH maximum 

concentration in lean flame can reach up to 2000 ppm, making OH detection possible 

in lean flame. Experiment determined concentrations of CO and OH at different 

spatial positions are compared with model prediction of CHEMKIN as present in 

Table 6.  

Table 6. Comparison of model-determined and experiment-determined concentration of OH and 

CO 

Flame Type Method 
Reaction Zone   

-1mm 

Reaction 

Zone 

Reaction 

Zone +1mm 

Reaction 

Zone +3mm 

Rich Flame 

CHEMKIN 0.055 0.080 0.080 0.079 

Concentration of 

CO 
0.0570 0.0705 0.0815 0.0800 

Lean Flame 

CHEMKIN(ppm) 0.09 (negligible) 1260 1706 884 

Concentration of 

OH (ppm) 

No data 

available 
1405 1770 1027 

 

The experiment-determined concentration values generally agree well with the 

model predictions, showing a promising tool that could be helpful for chemical 

mechanism builder to find information of concentration of minor radicals in 
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combustion environment. For rich flame, comparative big variance (around 13 percent) 

arises at position of reaction zone where formation of CO intensively occurs. For lean 

flame, the variance of OH concentration between experimental measurement and 

CHEMKIN prediction chiefly arises at the position of reaction zone and production 

zone corresponding to the positions that formation and reducing of OH mostly take 

place respectively. Analysis and discussion of departure of concentration 

measurement from model prediction were present in Section 4.8.  

4.7 Attempt of CO2 and CH4 emission simulation using HITRAN 

database 

In this section, attempts have been made to simulate CO2 and CH4 emission 

(Figure 24 and Figure 25).  

In our experiment, most CO2 emission suffers from significant absorption of air; 

the emission from hot v3 band head merely survived. Figure 24 shows the simulation 

of v3 hot band head of CO2 (red line) compared with recorded spectrum (blue cross). 

 

Figure 24. Simulation of v3 hot band head of CO2 compared with recorded spectrum (3mm above 

reaction zone, rich flame). The simulation adopted temperature of 1819K and mole fraction of 4%. 

The simulation adopts the temperature of 1819K, which is calculated from CO 

simulation. As can be seen in Figure 24, the simulation agrees quite well with the 

recorded spectrum in spite of the band head at around 2397.5 cm
-1

. This is probably 

because band head assembles several emission lines which are not fully described by 

HITRAN/HITEMP database, rendering lower simulation intensity in band head. In 

our experiment, no quantitative information was given by CO2 simulation, since most 

of CO2 emission was distorted by the absorption of cool air. However, considering the 

extensive existence of CO2 in combustion environment, CO2 emission could be a 

useful and reliable source for temperature determination, if the effect of strong 

absorption can be eliminated. 
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Figure 25. Simulation of CH4 emission compared with recorded spectrum (at reaction zone, rich 

flame). The red line shows the interference from water. Simulation adopted the temperature of 

1737K and mole fraction 0.02 for CH4; mole fraction 0.18 for water.  

The simulation of H2O (red line) and CH4 (green line) compared with experiment 

recorded spectrum was present in Figure 25. As can be seen, CH4 emission is 

substantially interfered by water emission. By comparing simulated spectrum of CH4 

with recorded spectrum, we can observe that some line missed, some CH4 lines were 

blurred, some lines present with mismatched intensity. The missed lines may attribute 

to loss of water or CH4 lines in HITRAN database. The blurred CH4 emission lines 

and the mismatch of line intensity owe to the interference of emission of 

hydrocarbons and imprecision of line parameters given in the database. Nevertheless, 

we also can find some CH4 lines which are well simulated and get rid of the 

interference of water emission. Those lines could be used to measure the 

concentration of CH4, based on the same idea as OH concentration measurement as 

mentioned in Section 4.5.1. 

Obviously, the limitation of simulation using HITRAN for temperature 

measurement is primarily based on the requirement of availability of a highly precise 

database. In term of existing HITRAN/HITEMP database, the precision of CH4 needs 

to be further improved. The other methods that aren‟t based on the simulation of 

HITRAN database will be purposed and discussed in Chapter 5.   

4.8 Analysis of uncertainty in temperature determination  

In general, there are several sources that will deliver inaccuracy/uncertainties for 

temperature determination either from experiment or simulation. Here, we will split 

the following discussion into two parts, the experiment-induced uncertainty and 

simulation-induced uncertainty.  
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4.8.1 Experiment-induced uncertainty 

i) Blackbody calibration 

In blackbody calibration, the measured blackbody curve substantially suffered 

from the absorption of cool air. It is then difficult to determine the base line of 

measured blackbody curve, thus inducing uncertainty in calibrating real spectra. The 

uncertainty from blackbody calibration can be majorly eliminated by using the 

emission lines in a small spectral range for calculation, since the fluctuation of 

blackbody emission among short spectral range, let say 10 cm
-1

, is negligible. 

ii) Apodization function approximation 

As mentioned before, the apodization function approximation was used because 

of the impossibility to record an interferogram with an optical delay from  to . 

The degree to which the spectrum is distorted by the apodization function 

approximation is dependent on spectral resolution and the apodization function used. 

Error from apodization function approximation mainly accounts for the fact that the 

simulation sometimes deviates from measurement at the line wing. 

iii) Interference from emission of other species 

The major error source of experiment is probably from the spectral interference of 

emission from other species. When we are focusing on one species, the emission of 

others acts as „noise‟ in spectral analysis. The emission of other species will give an 

uneven background „noise‟ or sometime overlap with the emission line that of interest. 

This may introduce difficulties in background subtraction, since it is hard to determine 

where the real background is. The temperature determination is somehow depending 

on the accuracy of measuring line intensity which therefore will be distorted more or 

less by imperfect background subtraction. Fortunately, extensive sampling of spectral 

lines in our work will give a statistical result which compensates for the error from 

background subtraction to some extent. 

iv) Finite investigated spot size on flame surface 

Error may come from finite investigation area on flame surface (as mention in 

Section 3.2, the spot diameter on flame surface was estimated to be 0.2 mm on flame 

surface). From the CHEMKIN model, the predicted gradient of temperature can arise 

up to 800K/mm at the position in-between preheat zone and reaction. This means 

more than one hundred kelvin temperature gradient possibly appears on the spot of 

reaction zone or blow. The signal contributors on this spot are no longer 

homogeneous in terms of temperature. This could make the temperature measured at 

reaction zone or 1mm below reaction zone less reliable. Similarly, the uncertainty in 

concentration measurement shares the same reason at this point of view. This effect 

can be glimpsed by looking at the temperature data in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6; 

variance between experimental results and model prediction usually occurs at the 

position of reaction zone or below. 
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v) Stretches on the edge of flame structure 

The small stretches observed on the edge of flame structure (see Figure 7) might 

distort the homogeneity of species concentration and temperature and elongate the 

optical path on the radial direction due to different burning condition on the flame 

surface. It will then probably threaten the concept of „flat laminar flame‟. Luckily, this 

effect wasn‟t found to be a big error contributor in temperature measurement.  

4.8.2 Simulation-induced uncertainty  

i) Step length used in simulation 

It has been found that step length in simulation has effect on temperature 

determination. Since in our measurement there is merely less than seven points 

depicting single emission line which is far from enough to precisely describe one 

emission line, the real line peak will be somehow replaced by a point nearby with 

lower intensity. Thus, the shorter step length is, the closer that the simulated peak 

approaches to the real one, generally giving higher simulated intensity than measured 

one. There is no conclusion that shorter step length will give better simulation or vice 

versa. Actually, the best simulation will be given when the step length used in 

simulation is perfectly identical to the measured one. This value is found to be 0.015 

cm
-1

 in simulation.  

ii) Inaccuracy of HITRAN/HITEMP database  

The other error source is from the inaccuracy of HITRAN/HITEMP database. For 

example, the exponential temperature dependence coefficient used for the air-

broadened half widths (see Eq.(2.39)) given in HITRAN is an empirical value and has 

been shown to be inadequate for many water-vapor transitions and for large 

temperature ranges
[24, 33]

. Additionally, the broadening coefficient is given under the 

condition of air. Thus, care should always be taken when this coefficient has been 

applied in other environments like combustion ambience in this case.  
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Chapter 5.  

Summary and Perspective 

This work focuses on spatially resolved temperature and concentration 

measurement in combustion environment using flame thermal emission spectra. Two 

flames (Phi=1.6 and Phi=0.8) stabilized on a McKenna Burner were investigated. The 

experimental data was acquired from an FTIR with resolution of 0.05 cm
-1 

and 

calibrated with a blackbody calibration at 1473K. The theoretical feasibility of using 

absorption HITRAN/HITEMP database in thermal emission simulation was 

demonstrated in Section 2.4. Several Matlab codes which are compatible with 

HITRAN/HITEMP database format were created to simulate both absorption and 

emission spectra. These codes are useful in absorption and emission simulation and 

also capable of extending its application to other species.  

In analysis of experimental data, the major species had been identified. The 

absorption being observed in experiment was simulated as a test to verify the codes 

and reliability of HITRAN database. The result shows good consistent for both codes 

and database. Then, focus has been shifted to determine spatial-resolved temperature 

and concentration using infrared thermal emission spectra. The spatially resolved 

temperature has been given with different species (e.g. CO and H2O in this work). In 

CO simulation, the possibility to determine concentration and temperature 

simultaneously has been confirmed. This result looks promising for practical 

application. The primary obstacle is that it requires high resolution of spectrum which 

is hard to be available in practical use, but it still creates a building block for further 

improvement. The CO spatially resolved temperature was achieved by simulating 

emission spectra of rich flame until the spectrum got best fitted, rendering a variance 

of temperature better than 30K. As a counterpart, water emission spectra were utilized 

to make spatial-resolved temperature measurement in both rich and lean flame. Unlike 

the idea used in CO temperature measurement, water-determined temperature relies 

on simulation-based calibration of line ratio as a function of temperature. Both of 

these two methods show a good agreement with each other. Additionally, the results 

have been compared with the temperature predicted by Premixed Stagnation Flame 

Model (PSF) of CHEMKIN-PRO. Again, good agreement concretes more confidence 

of simulation result.  

Moreover, the spatially resolved concentration information of OH and CO is 

given. The success in giving OH concentration provides an alternative tool for radical 

investigation of flame. The detection limit is estimated to be better than 630 ppm by 

reckoning the concentration of isotope 
13

C
16

O, which is clearly shown in recorded 

spectra. Furthermore, attempts of simulation were also extended to CO2 and CH4 

thermal emission. Despite the generally good fitting, the mismatch in terms of line 

intensity and the lines missing have been observed in simulation, revealing the 
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imperfect of HITRAN database. In a word, the HITRAN database is good, but still far 

from our desire.  

In the followings, a few proposals are given as a future continuation of this work:  

i) Practical application in industrial case for temperature measurement 

As mentioned at the beginning, infrared emission spectroscopy has already 

widely used in many engineering cases in spite of some deficiencies that need further 

improvement. The major difference between the real case and our experiment is that 

the radiative medium is not homogeneous any more. Fortunately, with the knowledge 

or assumption of species distribution, the temperature measurement can hopefully be 

done with the help of Eq. (2.24).  

ii) Non-simulation-based temperature measurement 

In simulation work, a lot of water lines with high temperature sensitivity show up. 

Unfortunately, many of these lines cannot be precisely predicted by simulation, which 

makes the simulation-based calibration of these lines incredible. If water spectra could 

be recorded with known temperature and concentration, the behaviour of water lines 

by varying temperature or concentration could form a so-called „water library‟ where 

the water emission structure is linked with different temperature and concentration 

settings so that temperature and concentration information can be easily achieved by 

matching the structure stored in „library‟. This could be time consuming work, but 

still deserves to be done considering the extensive demands from industry for precise 

temperature measurement.  

iii) Band-ratio temperature measurement 

In order to get rid of the requirement of high resolution spectrum for temperature 

measurement and make our work more practical, temperature measurement performed 

by band ratio could be possible. As can be seen in this work, CO2 is a good absorber 

and emitter as well. If the effect of absorption of air could be eliminated, two bands of 

CO2 emission can be chosen and band ratio calibration can be done with varying 

temperature in simulation. This simulation can be reckoned as precise, since band 

intensity does not much rely on the precision of single line of database. If temperature 

information can be given within reasonable tolerance, this method will be a 

convenient way for practical application. 

iv) Soot investigation using FTIR combined with HITRAN database 

Through the work presented in this paper, we already know how molecular 

emission spectra from non-soot flame should look like. The FTIR spectra of soot 

flame can give certain information about how black the soot is or what the soot 

volume fraction is, since the difference of FTIR spectrum between sooty and non-

sooty flame is chiefly from the contribution of soot. The interaction of emission of hot 

gases and soot under ideal condition is described by Eq.(2.28).  
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v)  Pyrolysis analysis using FTIR combined with HITRAN database 

FTIR is a novel tool to investigate pyrolysis process, and its ability to get 

concentration of several species simultaneously outstands itself. With the help of 

HITRAN, calibration of absorbance as a function of concentration can be done easily 

by simulation instead of the way that calibration was conducted by previous point-by-

point measurement. Example of concentration measurement of pyrolysis process of 

ammonia (NH3) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) using FTIR can be found in Ref. [34] 

vi) Investigation of possibility to create Standard ‘light source’ to supplement 

spectral database 

As present in this work, HITRAN database somewhat lost accuracy at high 

temperature. That is mainly due to the limitation of traditional way to heat sample gas. 

The highest temperature achieved by traditional way (usually by heat tubular furnace) 

is up to 1500K, which is far from what practical application require. Flame is a bright 

source of hot molecules with fairly higher temperature than heat tubular furnace 

ranging up to 3000K. The flame used in this work is a stable laminar flat flame, 

creating a static species distribution at certain height with high temperature available. 

Thus, such a flame could act as a supplement for compiling a spectral database like 

HITRAN.  
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Appendix A: Codes for loading HITRAN Database 

function 

[temp_name,Flag,IsotopeNumber,Wavenumber,LineStrength,A_Coefficient,AirHWHM,SelfHW

HM,Energylevel,n_air,Delta_air,VibrationQuanta_Upper,VibrationQuanta_Lower,g_upper,g_low

er]=ReadHITRAN(File) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%  Loading HITRAN data from 'dat'-format data  %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

addpath('C:\Users\Timothy\Desktop') 

% Add the path where I store the data... 

  

% File=strcat(FileName,FileType); 

temp=fopen(File); 

  

HITRANdata=textscan(temp,'%3s %12.6f64 %10f64 %10f %5.4f %5.4f %10.4f %4.2f %8.6f %1

5s %15s %48s %1s %7.1f %7.1f','MultipleDelimsAsOne',1,'delimiter',',','whitespace',''); 

fclose(temp); 

clear temp ; 

  

% Variables: 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% 'IsotopeNumber': Numeric code for Isotopes in HITRAN 

% 'Wavenumber': [cm-1], wavenumber of emission lines 

% 'LineStrength': [cm-1/(molecule*cm-2)]@296K, Emission Line Intensity 

% 'A_Coefficient': [s-1],Einstein-A coefficient 

% 'Gamma_air': [cm-1/atm]@296K, Air-broadened halfwidth(HWHM) 

% 'Gamma_self': [cm-1/atm]@296K,Self-broadened halfwidth(HWHM) 

% 'Energylevel': [cm-1], Lower-state energy 

% 'n_air' : Coefficient of temperature dependence of air-broadened halfwidth 

% 'Delta_air': [cm-1/atm]@296K, Air-broadened pressure shift of line transition 

% 'VibrationQuanta_Upper': Upper-state Vibration quanta  

% 'VibrationQuanta_Lower': Lower-state Vibration quanta 

% 'g_upper': Upper-state statistical weight 

% 'g_lower': Lower-state statistical weight 

% 'Flag': Flag(*) for lines supplied with line-coupling algorithm 

% NOTE:  

% The 12th column contains info about rotational quanta, err indices 

% for several parameters, and corresponding reference indices. Since 

% rotational quanta can be derived from statistic weight, and others are 

% not used in my case, I abandon this column.  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%% Transfering read out data into arrays in form of NUMBER %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

Wavenumber=cell2mat(HITRANdata(2)); 

  

LineStrength=cell2mat(HITRANdata(3)); 

  

A_Coefficient=cell2mat(HITRANdata(4)); 

  

AirHWHM=cell2mat(HITRANdata(5)); 
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SelfHWHM=cell2mat(HITRANdata(6)); 

  

Energylevel=cell2mat(HITRANdata(7)); 

  

n_air=cell2mat(HITRANdata(8)); 

  

Delta_air=cell2mat(HITRANdata(9)); 

  

g_upper=cell2mat(HITRANdata(14)); 

  

g_lower=cell2mat(HITRANdata(15)); 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%% %%%  Transfering read out data into arrays in form of CHAR  %%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

IsotopeNumber_char=char(getit(HITRANdata(1))); 

  

VibrationQuanta_Upper_char=char(getit(HITRANdata(10))); 

  

VibrationQuanta_Lower_char=char(getit(HITRANdata(11))); 

  

  

temp=length(IsotopeNumber_char); 

 

for i=1:temp 

IsotopeNumber(i,1)=str2double(IsotopeNumber_char(i,:)); 

  

VibrationQuanta_Upper(i,1)=str2double(VibrationQuanta_Upper_char(i,:)); 

  

VibrationQuanta_Lower(i,1)=str2double(VibrationQuanta_Lower_char(i,:)); 

  

end 

 

clear temp 

% Above is to transfer the data from CHAR into NUMBER 

  

Flag=char(getit(HITRANdata(13))); 

  

% inputname(1)=[Wavenumber LineStrength]; 

  

temp_name=[IsotopeNumber,Wavenumber,LineStrength,A_Coefficient,AirHWHM,SelfHWHM,

Energylevel,n_air,Delta_air,VibrationQuanta_Upper,VibrationQuanta_Lower,g_upper,g_lower]; 

% Temporarily integrate all numeric data into one matrix 

  

end 

 

function 

[LineStrength_T]=IntensityConversion(LineStrength,Temperature_flame,Temperature_ref,Energy

level,Wavenumber_shift,QT,QT_ref) 

  

sradiationconst=1.438786; %[W cm^2/sr] 

  

LineStrength_T=(QT_ref/QT)*LineStrength.*exp(sradiationconst*Energylevel*(1/Temperature_r

ef-1/Temperature_flame)).*((1-exp(-sradiationconst*Wavenumber_shift/Temperature_flame))./(1-

exp(-sradiationconst*Wavenumber_shift/Temperature_ref))); 
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end 

 

% This function is used to correct the line position and calculate line 

% broadening due to temperature and pressure... 

  

function 

[Wavenumber_shift,HWHM_Lorentz,HWHM_Doppler]=LineCorrection(Wavenumber,Delta_air,

n_air,AirHWHM,SelfHWHM,Pressure,PartitialPressure,Temperature_flame,Temperature_ref,Mol

eWeight) 

%% Calculation of Lorentzian HWHM 

Wavenumber_shift=Wavenumber+Delta_air*Pressure; 

  

HWHM_Lorentz=((Temperature_ref/Temperature_flame).^n_air).*(AirHWHM*(Pressure-

PartitialPressure)+SelfHWHM*PartitialPressure); 

  

%% Calculation of Doppler HWHM 

  

k=1.3806504e-23;  

% Boltzmann constant, unit in J/K.... 

c=299792458;  

% Speed of light in vacuum, unit in m/s.... 

NA=6.022*10^23;  

% mol^-1, Avogadro constant 

Mass=MoleWeight*10^-3/NA; 

% [KG/each]Mass of each atom... 

HWHM_Doppler=Wavenumber*sqrt(2*k*Temperature_flame*log(2)/(Mass*c^2)); 

  

end 

 

function [Parsum,ParsumText]=ReadParsum(ParsumName) 

  

temp=fopen(ParsumName); 

  

ParsumText=textscan(temp,'%s',16); 

% The last number imply the column of file, including the first column that 

% shows temperature... 

ParsumData=textscan(temp,'%8f64 %19.6f64 %27.6f64 %27.6f64 %27.6f64 %27.6f64  %27.6f64

  %27.6f64  %27.6f64  %27.6f64  %27.6f64  %27.6f64  %27.6f64  %27.6f64  %27.6f64  %27.6f6

4', 'CollectOutput',1); 

  

Parsum=cell2mat(ParsumData); 

fclose(temp); 

clear temp 

end 

 

function 

[SumStrength_V,grd]=LineShape(LineStrength_T,HWHM_Doppler,HWHM_Lorentz,Wavenumb

er_shift,RangeLow,RangeHigh) 

  

N=length(Wavenumber_shift); 

ExtendEdge=1; 

%[cm-1], set the extended range out of the max and min value of wavenumber.. 

  

rangeL= -ExtendEdge+ RangeLow;   

% spectrum region: RangeLow - ExtendEdge 
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rangeH = ExtendEdge + RangeHigh;  

% spectrum region: RangeHigh + ExtendEdge 

  

step=0.015; 

% [cm-1],step length... 

  

grd=[rangeL:step:rangeH];  

 %% define the grid of X axis 

  

SumStrength_G=0; 

SumStrength_L=0; 

SumStrength_V=0; 

%Set the orginal intensity of each lines to zero.. 

 

for j=1:N 

x=grd-Wavenumber_shift(j); 

%--------------Gussian Profile--------------------------------------------- 

  

% % Gussian=sqrt(log(2)/pi)*exp(-log(2)*((x/HWHM_Doppler(j)).^2))/HWHM_Doppler(j); 

% % % Gussian line shape expression 

% %  

% % Strength_G=LineStrength_T(j)*Gussian; 

% % % Combine line shape function with line strength.. 

% %  

% % SumStrength_G=SumStrength_G+Strength_G; 

% % % Sum up line function for each line... 

% % clear Strength_G; clear Gussian; 

% % % clear parameters before run into next loop... 

  

%--------------Gussian Profile--------------------------------------------- 

  

%--------------Lorentz Profile--------------------------------------------- 

  

% % Lorentz=(HWHM_Lorentz(j)./(x.^2+HWHM_Lorentz(j).^2))/pi; 

% % % Lorentz line function expression.... 

% % Strength_L=LineStrength_T(j)*Lorentz; 

% % % Combine line shape function with line strength... 

% % SumStrength_L=SumStrength_L+Strength_L; 

% % % Sum up line function for each line... 

% % clear Strength_L; clear Lorentz; 

% % % clear parameters before run into next loop... 

  

%--------------Lorentz Profile--------------------------------------------- 

  

%----------------Voigt Profile--------------------------------------------- 

 

HWHM_Voigt= 0.5346*HWHM_Lorentz(j) + sqrt(0.2166*HWHM_Lorentz(j)^2 + 

HWHM_Doppler(j)^2); 

% Voigt profile half width 

z = HWHM_Lorentz(j)/HWHM_Voigt; 

  

y = abs(x)/HWHM_Voigt; 

  

Sgmv0 = LineStrength_T(j)/(2*HWHM_Voigt*(1.065 + 0.447*z + 0.058*z^2)); 

  

Sgmv = Sgmv0*((1-z)*exp(-0.693.*y.^2) + (z./(1+y.^2)) + ... 

0.016*(1-z)*z*(exp(-0.0841.*y.^2.25)-1./(1 + 0.021.*y.^2.25))); 
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SumStrength_V = SumStrength_V + Sgmv;  

clear Sgmv; clear HWHM_Voigt; 

  

%----------------Voigt Profile--------------------------------------------- 

  

end 
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Appendix B: Codes for CO-based temperature 

measurement 

% Calculate Response Function....------------------------------------------ 

addpath('N:\Master Programme in Lund\Diploma project\Flame experimental 

data\20090428\MAT FILE') 

addpath('C:\Users\Timothy\Desktop\HITEMP&HITRAN FIGURES') 

  

FileName1='Blackbody_1200C.mat'; 

% Input the file name of Measured BlackBody with air absorption.. 

FileName2='Blackbody_Measured'; 

% Input the file name of Fitted of Measured BlackBody getting rid of 

% air absorption... 

T=1473.15; 

% [K],This temperature corresponds to the temperature of blackbody used in 

% measurement.... 

[ResponseFunction,Xplot]=ResponseFunc(FileName1,FileName2,T); 

clear T; 

  

% END OF CALCULATION------------------------------------------------------- 

  

ReadLow=4400; 

ReadHigh=4690; 

% Read Low and High are set to read the spectrum range which is deliberately 

% choosen to have no emission line, and then after we can subtract the 

% background... 

  

DataFile='Phi1p6_Reaction'; 

  

RangeLow=2800; 

% Input the Low limit of the Spectrum looking at, which should be identical 

% to the setting in JAVAHawks... 

RangeHigh=3400; 

% Input the High limit of the Spectrum looking at, which should be identical 

% to the setting in JAVAHawks... 

  

[Wavenumber_Meas,Intensity_Real_Meas,Intensity_Real_Glo... 

Intensity_Real_Loc,MeasuredData]=MeasureValue(ReadLow,ReadHigh,... 

ResponseFunction,DataFile,RangeLow,RangeHigh); 

  

temp= Wavenumber_Meas>RangeLow & Wavenumber_Meas<RangeHigh; 

  

MeasuredLoc(1,:)=Wavenumber_Meas(temp); 

MeasuredLoc(2,:)=Intensity_Real_Loc(temp); 

  

BandData='BandPool_HighP.mat'; 

% the file name of selected band, HighP is used for the position higher 

% than -1mm, LowP is used for the position of -1mm.  

  

%% Setting for simulation... 

  

Temperature_ref=296; 

% [K],Input the reference temperature value which has been given by HITRAN... 

  

Pressure=1;  
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% [atm], input the pressure of flame... 

  

%---------------------------Simulated Spectrum----------------------------- 

i=1; 

% Temperature_flame=1500; 

for Temperature_flame=1400:25:2200 

    for MoleFraction=0.01:0.0025:0.15 

         

fprintf('\n....Import the name and type of data file......\n') 

FileName='CO_296K'; 

% Input the file name..This file comes from JAVAHawks output.... 

FileType='.dat'; 

% Input the file type... 

File=strcat(FileName,FileType); 

%  

% MoleFraction=0.0153; 

% The estimated mole fraction calculated.. 

MoleWeight=28;  

% [g/mole],Molecule weight... 

ParsumName='Parsum_MainISO.dat'; 

% Load the file of partition function sum of different species as a 

% function of temperature, with temperature step 1 Kelvin... 

MoleculeIndex=7;  

% Correspond to the molecule looking at, the reference is present in 

% 'AbsorpFit' 

Opticalpath=7; 

%[cm],Optical path length which is set to be equal to the diameter of 

% burner.... 

[HITRANData,HWHM_Lorentz,HWHM_Doppler,Wavenumber_shift,... 

SumStrength_V,grd,Planck_Radiation,Emitivity,Intensity]... 

=EmissionFit(RangeHigh,RangeLow,File,Temperature_flame,Temperature_ref,... 

Pressure,MoleFraction,MoleWeight,ParsumName,MoleculeIndex,Opticalpath); 

  

eval(['HITRANData_' FileName '=HITRANData;']); 

eval(['HWHM_Lorentz_' FileName '=HWHM_Lorentz;']); 

eval(['HWHM_Doppler_' FileName '=HWHM_Doppler;']); 

eval(['Wavenumber_' FileName '=Wavenumber_shift;']); 

eval(['SumStrength_V_' FileName '=SumStrength_V;']); 

eval(['Emitivity_' FileName '=Emitivity;']); 

eval(['Intensity_' FileName '=Intensity;']); 

eval(['MoleFraction_' FileName '=MoleFraction;']); 

  

%-------------------------REPETATION OF CO ISO----------------------------- 

fprintf('\n....Import the name and type of data file......\n') 

FileName='CO_ISO_296K'; 

% Input the file name..This file comes from JAVAHawks output.... 

FileType='.dat'; 

% Input the file type... 

File=strcat(FileName,FileType); 

  

MoleWeight=29;  

% [g/mole],Molecule weight... 

ParsumName='Parsum_MainISO.dat'; 

% Load the file of partition function sum of different species as a 

% function of temperature, with temperature step 1 Kelvin... 

MoleculeIndex=8;  

% Correspond to the molecule looking at, the reference is present in 
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% 'AbsorpFit' 

Opticalpath=7; 

%[cm],Optical path length which is set to be equal to the diameter of 

% burner.... 

[HITRANData,HWHM_Lorentz,HWHM_Doppler,Wavenumber_shift,... 

SumStrength_V,grd,Planck_Radiation,Emitivity,Intensity]... 

=EmissionFit(RangeHigh,RangeLow,File,Temperature_flame,Temperature_ref,... 

Pressure,MoleFraction,MoleWeight,ParsumName,MoleculeIndex,Opticalpath); 

  

eval(['HITRANData_' FileName '=HITRANData;']); 

eval(['HWHM_Lorentz_' FileName '=HWHM_Lorentz;']); 

eval(['HWHM_Doppler_' FileName '=HWHM_Doppler;']); 

eval(['Wavenumber_' FileName '=Wavenumber_shift;']); 

eval(['SumStrength_V_' FileName '=SumStrength_V;']); 

eval(['Emitivity_' FileName '=Emitivity;']); 

eval(['Intensity_' FileName '=Intensity;']); 

eval(['MoleFraction_' FileName '=MoleFraction;']); 

  

%------------------SUM UP! ------------------------------------------------ 

Intensity=Intensity_CO_296K+Intensity_CO_ISO_296K;%+Intensity_H2O_296K; 

%------------------ END---------------------------------------------------- 

  

%------------------------Normalized SIMU and MEAS Spectrum----------------- 

  

[Variance,Error,pks_meas,pks_simu,Intensity_meas_bandnorm,Intensity_simu_bandnorm]... 

    =NormFunc(MeasuredLoc,Intensity,grd,BandData); 

  

  

SummaryPool{1,i}=Temperature_flame; 

SummaryPool{2,i}=MoleFraction_CO_296K; 

SummaryPool{3,i}=Variance; 

  

ErrorPool{i}=Error; 

IntensityPool{1,i}=Intensity_simu_bandnorm; 

IntensityPool{2,i}=Intensity_meas_bandnorm; 

  

i=i+1; 

  

    end 

end 

 

 

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%Calculate Responsefunction of measured spectrum%%%%%%% 

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

function [ResponseFunction,Xplot]=ResponseFunc(FileName1,FileName2,T) 

addpath('N:\Master Programme in Lund\Diploma project\Flame experimental 

data\20090428\MAT FILE') 

  

MBlackBody=cell2mat(struct2cell(load(FileName1))); 

% choose the calibration file of blackbody at 1473.15K... 

BBWavenumber_Meas=MBlackBody(1,:); 

BBIntensity_Meas=MBlackBody(2,:); 

% Get all data of whole Blackbody measured spectral range.... 

  

temp=cell2mat(struct2cell(load(FileName2))); 

% upload the fiited measured blackbody radiation.. 
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MeasuredBB=interp1(temp(:,1),temp(:,2),BBWavenumber_Meas); 

clear temp; 

  

Xplot=BBWavenumber_Meas; 

% input the spectral range of blackbody calculation range.. 

  

[Planck_Radiation]=BlackBody(Xplot,T); 

% calculating blackbody radiation.... 

  

ResponseFunction=MeasuredBB./Planck_Radiation; 

% [a.u./real unit of Planck radiation], since there is almost no response 

% before 1850cm-1, the data before this wavenumber can not be used due to a 

% high extend of noise... 

clear T; 

end 

 

 

function [Wavenumber_Meas,Intensity_Real_Meas,Intensity_Real_Glo... 

Intensity_Real_Loc,MeasuredData]=MeasureValue(ReadLow,ReadHigh,... 

ResponseFunction,DataFile,RangeLow,RangeHigh) 

%% ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

%%%%%%%%%% Extract real spectrum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

%%%------------------------------------------------------------------ 

%%%%%%%%% Calculation of real measured spectroscopy %%%%%%%%%% 

%%%------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

MeasuredData=cell2mat(struct2cell(load(DataFile))); 

% '#####'is the file name of the data under investigation... 

Wavenumber_Meas=MeasuredData(1,:); 

Intensity_Meas=MeasuredData(2,:); 

  

Intensity_Real_Meas=Intensity_Meas./ResponseFunction;  

% The measured intensity of emission after taking Response function of detector into account.. 

  

[Intensity_Real_Glo]=BackgroundSubtraction(ReadLow,ReadHigh,Wavenumber_Meas,Intensity

_Real_Meas); 

% Generally substract the global background... 

  

% The following part is just to subtract the background (from 2100 to 2150)  

% which is not unity through the whole spectral range of interest... 

if Intensity_Real_Glo<0 

    Intensity_Real_Glo=0; 

end 

  

Range=RangeLow:1.1:RangeHigh; 

temp=Intensity_Real_Glo; 

for i=1:(length(Range)-1) 

temp1= Wavenumber_Meas>Range(1,i) & Wavenumber_Meas<Range(1,i+1); 

temp2= min(Intensity_Real_Glo(temp1)); 

Intensity_Real_Glo(temp1)=Intensity_Real_Glo(temp1)-temp2; 

clear temp1; clear temp2; 

end 

  

Intensity_Real_Loc=Intensity_Real_Glo; 

Intensity_Real_Glo=temp; 
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end 

 

function [HITRANData,HWHM_Lorentz,HWHM_Doppler,Wavenumber_shift,... 

SumStrength_V,grd,Planck_Radiation,Emitivity,Intensity]... 

=EmissionFit(RangeHigh,RangeLow,File,Temperature_flame,Temperature_ref,... 

Pressure,MoleFraction,MoleWeight,ParsumName,MoleculeIndex,Opticalpath) 

  

  

%% ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Extract Simulated Spectrum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

%%------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Read HITRAN %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

% Variables-table: 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Number    Name            Explanation 

%   1     'IsotopeNumber': Numeric code for Isotopes in HITRAN 

  

%   2     'Wavenumber': [cm-1], wavenumber of emission lines 

  

%   3     'LineStrength': [cm-1/(molecule*cm-2)]@296K, Emission Line Intensity 

  

%   4     'A_Coefficient': [s-1],Einstein-A coefficient 

  

%   5     'AirHWHM': [cm-1/atm]@296K, Air-broadened halfwidth(HWHM) 

  

%   6     'SelfHWHM': [cm-1/atm]@296K,Self-broadened halfwidth(HWHM) 

  

%   7     'Energylevel': [cm-1], Lower-state energy 

  

%   8     'n_air' : Coefficient of temperature dependence of air-broadened halfwidth 

  

%   9     'Delta_air': [cm-1/atm]@296K, Air-broadened pressure shift of line transition 

  

%  10     'VibrationQuanta_Upper': Upper-state Vibration quanta  

  

%  11     'VibrationQuanta_Lower': Lower-state Vibration quanta 

  

%  12     'g_upper': Upper-state statistical weight 

  

%  13     'g_lower': Lower-state statistical weight 

  

%  ###    'Flag': Flag(*) for lines supplied with line-coupling algorithm 

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% ### means Flag is saved in seperated file. 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

[temp_name,Flag,IsotopeNumber,Wavenumber,LineStrength,A_Coefficient,AirHWHM,SelfHW

HM,Energylevel,n_air,Delta_air,VibrationQuanta_Upper,VibrationQuanta_Lower,g_upper,g_low

er]=ReadHITRAN(File); 

HITRANData=temp_name; 

% Remove Degeneration of lines.... 
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% [Wavenumber,LineStrength]=Degeneration(Wavenumber,LineStrength); 

  

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%  Calculation of Line shift and Line Broadening   %%%%%%% 

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

  

PartitialPressure=MoleFraction*Pressure; 

  

[Wavenumber_shift,HWHM_Lorentz,HWHM_Doppler]=LineCorrection(Wavenumber,Delta_air,

n_air,AirHWHM,SelfHWHM,Pressure,PartitialPressure,Temperature_flame,Temperature_ref,Mol

eWeight); 

  

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

%%Load Partition function at certain temperature of molecule of interest%%% 

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

% And intensity correction due to temperature.... 

  

% Variables-table: 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Number    Temperature/MoleCule            Code-Number 

%   1          Temperature 

  

%   2            H2O                         161 

  

%   3            CO2                              626 

  

%   4            CO2 (Main ISO)                    636 

  

%   5             O3                              666 

  

%   6            N2O                               446 

  

%   7             CO                              26 

  

%   8             CO (Main ISO)             36 

  

%   9            CH4                               221 

  

%  10             NO                                46 

  

%  11             OH                                61 

  

%  12             HF                                19 

  

%  13            HCN                               124 

  

%  14           C2H4                               221 

  

%  15           C2H2                              1221 

  

%  16           C2H6                              1221 

  

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

[Parsum,ParsumText]=ReadParsum(ParsumName); 
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QT_ref=Parsum(Temperature_ref-69,MoleculeIndex); 

% GET the internal partition function at reference temperature...the '-69' 

% is because the HITRAN partition data start from 70 Kelvin... 

QT=Parsum(Temperature_flame-69,MoleculeIndex); 

% GET the internal partition function at flame temperature...the '-69' 

% is because the HITRAN partition data start from 70 Kelvin... 

[LineStrength_T]=IntensityConversion(LineStrength,Temperature_flame,Temperature_ref,Energy

level,Wavenumber_shift,QT,QT_ref); 

  

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Simulation of Line shape...%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

  

[SumStrength_V,grd]=LineShape(LineStrength_T,HWHM_Doppler,HWHM_Lorentz,Wavenumb

er_shift,RangeLow,RangeHigh); 

% UNIT OF SumStrength_X: [1/(molecule*cm-2)] 

  

  

%% ---------------------------------------------------------------------%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   Spectrum fitting: Fit the measured %%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   emission data with the simulated one   %%%%%%%%% 

%%----------------------------------------------------------------------%% 

  

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Simulate the emission or absorption spectrum %%%%%%%% 

%%%---------------------------------------------------------------------%%% 

  

 Xplot=grd; 

% input the spectral range of blackbody calculation range.. 

 T=Temperature_flame; 

% [K],This temperature corresponds to the temperature of flame used in 

% measurement 

  

[Planck_Radiation]=BlackBody(Xplot,T); 

  

Volume=22.71e3*Temperature_flame/273.15; 

% [mL or cm-3],Gas volume at flame temperature, the value '22.71'  

% is the ideal gas volume for the standard temperature 273.15 Kelvin 

NA=6.02214179e23; 

% Avogadro constant... 

NumberDensity=MoleFraction*NA/Volume; 

% [Number of molecules per cm3]OF CO 

  

Emitivity=1-exp(-NumberDensity*Opticalpath*SumStrength_V); 

% Claculate the emitivity 

 

Intensity=Emitivity.*Planck_Radiation; 

fprintf('\n....input the spectral range that you are interest in....\n') 

end 
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Appendix C: Codes for H2O-based temperature 

measurement 

clear all; 

% Calculate Response Function....------------------------------------------ 

addpath('N:\Master Programme in Lund\Diploma project\Flame experimental 

data\20090428\MAT FILE') 

addpath('C:\Users\Timothy\Desktop\HITEMP&HITRAN FIGURES') 

addpath('C:\Users\Timothy\Desktop\HITEMP&HITRAN FIGURES\Water Result\0.006 

Simulation Step Length') 

  

FileName1='Blackbody_1200C.mat'; 

% Input the file name of Measured BlackBody with air absorption.. 

FileName2='Blackbody_Measured'; 

% Input the file name of Fitted of Measured BlackBody getting rid of 

% air absorption... 

T=1473.15; 

% [K],This temperature corresponds to the temperature of blackbody used in 

% measurement.... 

[ResponseFunction,Xplot]=ResponseFunc(FileName1,FileName2,T); 

clear T; 

  

% END OF CALCULATION------------------------------------------------------- 

  

RangeLow=3200; 

% Input the Low limit of the Spectrum looking at, which should be identical 

% to the setting in JAVAHawks... 

RangeHigh=3250; 

% Input the High limit of the Spectrum looking at, which should be identical 

% to the setting in JAVAHawks... 

  

ReadLow=4400; 

ReadHigh=4690; 

% Read Low and High are set to read the spectrum range which is deliberately 

% choosen to have no emission line, and then after we can subtract the 

% background... 

  

DataFile='Phi0p8_Reaction+3mm'; 

% Input the file name of interest, which indicate the flame and 

% corresponding spatial position wanna see.... 

  

[Wavenumber_Meas,Intensity_Real_Meas,Intensity_Real_Glo... 

Intensity_Real_Loc,MeasuredData]=MeasureValue(ReadLow,ReadHigh,... 

ResponseFunction,DataFile,RangeLow,RangeHigh); 

  

temp= Wavenumber_Meas>RangeLow & Wavenumber_Meas<RangeHigh; 

  

MeasuredLoc(1,:)=Wavenumber_Meas(temp); 

MeasuredLoc(2,:)=Intensity_Real_Loc(temp); 

  

load('H2O_DATA_3200_3250_HR0p006_14percent'); 

% Load the File of spectral simulation...  

for i=1:2 % recirculation for 2 bands.  

load('WaterBand_High') 

WaterBand=WaterBand{i}; 
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temp1= grd>WaterBand(1,1) & grd<WaterBand(1,2); 

% index to locate unit line (which is used to normalize) in simulation 

% spectrum.. 

temp2= MeasuredLoc(1,:)>WaterBand(1,1) & MeasuredLoc(1,:)<WaterBand(1,2); 

% index to locate unit line (which is used to normalize) in measurement 

% spectrum.. 

  

NormalizationFactor=max(MeasuredLoc(2,temp2)); 

  

LineNumber=length(WaterBand); 

  

for j=1:12  

% Temperature Response Calibration from Simulation 

Intensity_T(j,:)=Intensity_temp{j}; 

Intensity_norm_T(j,:)=Intensity_T(j,:)/max(Intensity_T(j,temp1)); 

end 

  

CalibrationLine_Temperature=1100:100:2200; 

% Temperature used in spectrum simulation..NOTE, it should be changed if 

% temperature range changes in simulation.... 

  

for q=2:LineNumber 

temp3=grd>WaterBand(q,1) & grd<WaterBand(q,2); 

% index to locate the peaks from simulate spectrum... 

temp4=MeasuredLoc(1,:)>WaterBand(q,1) & MeasuredLoc(1,:)<WaterBand(q,2); 

% index to locate the peaks from measurement spectrum... 

  

CalibrationLine_Intensity=max(Intensity_norm_T(:,temp3),[],2); 

  

IntensityRatio(q-1)=max(MeasuredLoc(2,temp4))/NormalizationFactor; 

  

clear temp3; 

clear temp4; 

  

Temperature(q-1) =interp1(CalibrationLine_Intensity,CalibrationLine_Temperature,… 

IntensityRatio(q-1)); 

  

end 

Temperature_interp{i}=Temperature; 

clear WaterBand; 

clear Temperature; 

end 

  

temp5=Temperature_interp{1}; 

temp6=Temperature_interp{1}; 

  

Temperature=cat(2,temp5,temp6); 

  

Temperature_mean=mean(Temperature); 

  

Temperature_Band{1}=Temperature'; 

  

Temperature_Band_Mean(1,1)=Temperature_mean; 

  

clear Temperature; 
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Appendix D: Table of water lines being used in 

temperature measurement 

Patch 

One 

Transition 

Wavenumber  

(cm
-1

) 

Lower state 

energy (cm
-1

) 

Upper-state 

global 

quanta
[1] 

Lower-state 

global quanta
 

Upper-

state local 

quanta 

Lower-

state local 

quanta 

3213.4112
[2] 

4048.25 1 0 0 0 0 0 19  0 19 20  1 20 

3202.5357 5495.09 0 0 1 0 0 0 17 10  8 18 10  9 

3203.7672 6147.79 0 0 1 0 0 0 23  2 22 24  2 23 

3204.3292 6062.15 0 0 1 0 0 0 22  2 20 23  2 21 

3205.1119 7246.18 0 1 1 0 1 0 21  3 19 22  3 20 

3205.9491 7298.21 0 1 1 0 1 0 22  1 21 23  1 22 

3206.6193 7136.58 0 1 1 0 1 0 20  3 17 21  3 18 

3206.7262 5928.37 0 0 1 0 0 0 21  4 18 22  4 19 

3207.4837 6172.01 0 0 1 0 0 0 24  0 24 25  0 25 

3214.4080 8497.66 0 0 2 0 0 1 20  2 19 21  2 20 

 

Patch 

Two 

Transition 

Wavenumber  

(cm
-1

) 

Lower state 

energy (cm
-1

) 

Upper-state 

global quanta 

Lower-state 

global quanta 

Upper-

state local 

quanta 

Lower-

state local 

quanta 

3237.7355
[3] 

5074.22 0 0 1 0 0 0 18  6 13 19  6 14 

3231.3206 5035.13 0 0 1 0 0 0 17  8 10 18  8 11 

3233.9944 6525.05 0 1 1 0 1 0 18  4 14 19  4 15 

3234.1468 7255.25 2 1 0 1 1 0 13  0 13 14  1 14 

3236.2066 6330.45 0 1 1 0 1 0 17  6 12 18  6 13 

3236.7530 6581.28 1 0 1 1 0 0 16  0 16 17  0 17 

3238.8762 6823.21 0 1 1 0 1 0 22  0 22 23  0 23 

[1]: Meaning of quanta identification adopted the definition of HITRAN Database
[35] 

[2],[3]: Lines used to normalize Patch one and Patch two respectively 

 



 

Appendix F: CO simulation at different spatial positions 

Pay heed to the relative strength of CO emission lines changes at different spatial 

position with different temperature.   

 

Figure. F1. CO simulation compared with data measured at 1mm below reaction zone; the 

dotted line refers to FTIR measured data; the red line is the simulation of CO emission using 

HITEMP database; the green line shows simulated water line. The temperature used in 

simulation was adopted to be 1521K. 

 

Figure. F2. CO simulation compared with data measured at reaction zone; the dotted line 

refers to FTIR measured data; the red line is the simulation of CO emission using HITEMP 

database; the green line shows simulated water line. The temperature used in simulation was 

adopted to be 1737K. 
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Figure. F3. CO simulation compared with data measured at 1mm above reaction zone; the 

dotted line refers to FTIR measured data; the red line is the simulation of CO emission using 

HITEMP database; the green line shows simulated water line. The temperature used in 

simulation was adopted to be 1836K. 

 

Figure. F4. CO simulation compared with data measured at 3mm above reaction zone; the 

dotted line refers to FTIR measured data; the red line is the simulation of CO emission using 

HITEMP database; the green line shows simulated water line. The temperature used in 

simulation was adopted to be 1819K. 


